EPC RELEASES P R E LIM IN A R Y REPORT
Abolition of the credit-system, pari
etal rules and complex requirements
for graduation; faculty studies in
dorms; student evaluation of teaching;
and a new semester schedule may be
characteristic of the UNH of the future.
These are five of the recommenda
tions of the Educational Policy Com
mittee in the preliminary report, re
leased today in a special ten-page
supplement to the new hampshire, on
revamping the educational structure
and character of UNH.
Last December, President John W.
McConnell charged the ten-member
faculty committee with the task of
combing every aspect of educational
policy on campus, from advising to

credit-hours.
Before the committee could come
up with recommendations, however,
they had to divide the problem .'T h is
they did in two phrases, "m ultiversity”
and the "searching student.”
From these broad areas they ex
plored the complexity and confusion
in the administration of a "m ultiver
sity,” as UNH has fast developed into
such an institution.
Their recommendation in this area
is for " a reorientation and restructur
ing of the administrative and organ
izational structure of the University.”
While this realm of UNH planning
was not specifically included in the
scope of their study, the committee

included severabrecojnmendations be
cause "effective implementation of the
recommended policies is severely
hampered if the increasing complex
ity of the institution is not mastered.”
The rest of the report is devoted
to the "searching student” and how to
cope with him in the "m ultiversity.”
Admittin| that they haven’ t found
"any
pat
solutions”
to either
problem, the committee formulated
suggestions ranging from the general
to the specifics of changing the names
of the Colleges of Agriculture and
Technology to Life Sciences and Phy
sical Sciences and Engineering.
Major recommendations deal speci
fically with attempts to consider the

total student in the total university
environment. The committee is seek
ing to eliminate the gulf between the
student in the classroom , library and
lab and the student in the dining hall,
dorm and favorite hangout.
To begin to bring these two as
pects of student life closer together
the committee recommended associa
ting the Dean of Students with the
Vice President of Academic Affairs.
Another post, the Dean of General
Education, with a Chief Advisor and a
Senior Master would serve to admin
ister several other recommendations,
A more effective advising program,
centered in the dorms where selected
(Continued on Page 2)
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To Focus On Problems

N .E. R e g io n a l C e n te r
Institution O f Id e a s
By Sandra Ahem
The New England Regional
Center for Continuing Education
will be a place where students
might meet the Prime Minister
of India, listen to the President
of the United States, or perhaps
have dinner with the Governor
o f New Hampshire,
There are several Continuing
Education Centers in the United
States, The Center in Durham
will be called the New England
Regional Center for Continuing
Education because it joins the
universities of the six New Eng
land states in serving the region.
"Continuing education is the
updating or further exposure to
developments in a particular area
, . . the exposure to ideas,”
said one UNH professor.
Students will have this ex
posure directly and indirectly.

Their comments and criticism s
of the Center and its programs
are welcomed by the staff of the
Center who are now located in
the old Lambda Chi fraternity
house.
The concepts and ideas for the
Center, which are constantly in
creasing in dimension, will serve
Patricia Bell
the students in many ways.
Hotel Administration students
will have a place to practice
what their professors teach.
The audio-visual aids for the
center will allow students to see
and hear the conferences from
outside the room.
A major asset of the Center
will be its data retrieving sys
tem.
The system will be in
stalled in the residence towers
The Administration has ap
and the other buildings in the proved plans for this year’ s Ma
Center,
yoralty Campaign, tentatively
(Continued on Page 2)
scheduled for the hrst week in
November,
The five Greek groups which
will nominate
candidates for
Mayor of Durham were announ
ced Monday by Bob Devantry,
chairman of the joint IFC-Panhel Committee which is in charge
of the event.
One group includes Alpha Xi
Delta, Acacia, Lambda Chi, and
Kappa Sigma,
Phi Mu, ATO,
and Phi Kappa Theta will be
in another group, and Chi Omega
is teamed with SAE, Pike, and
AGR, Alpha Chi Omega will be
with TKE and Phi Mu Delta,
and Delta Zeta will join with
Sigma Beta and Theta Chi.
Each group will endorse one
candidate during the campaign.
The final decision on the dates
of the campaign will depend on
the availability of New Hamp
shire Hall for speeches.

This model o f the New Eng
land Regional Center for Con
tinuing l^ucation is now in the
former Lambda Chi A l p h a
house. Construction on the new
center will begin this spring.

Verena Haas

T-Hall Okays
Mayoralty For
Early November

Dedication

New England
Regional Center

Patricia Eidam

Everyone is invited to
ceremonies marking the op
ening o f the new University
Field House to be held at
10 a.m. Saturday, in the bas
ketball gym. Governor King
and President McConnell will
speak, and guided tours of
the $2.6 million facility will
be featured before and after
the program.

Laura Lapeza

Hope Meader

Five Coeds Eye Crown
As Homecoming Nears
A Top-Se.cret mission, code
named Coronation I, will swing
into operation shortly before 2:30
p.m. Saturday, when a cleverly
camouflaged helicopter carrying
the new Homecoming Queen will
take off from a thickly wooded
area somewhere in Strafford
County.
Shortly thereafter, during the
halftime pause in the football
game between the UNH Wildcats
and UMaine Bears, the whirlybird will attempt a landing on
the fifty-yard line, where a ren
dezvous with reigning Queen Sue
Blanchard is scheduled.
Miss Blanchard will then per
form a series of Intricate maneu
vers, She will place her crown
upon the head of the latest as
cendant to royalty, step into the
internal - combustion
Pegasus,
and disappear into thin air.
The gridiron joust will be re
sumed shortly thereafter.
The five finalists for Satur

day’ s epic flight were screened
by the judges Wednesday evening
during a dinner at Lamies Ta
vern, Hampton. One of them is
now an heir apparent. The odds
are four to one against the fol
lowing: Patricia M. Bell, of
Salem, sponsored by TKE; Pa
tricia A. Eidam* of Lawrence,
Mass., sponsored by SAE; Ver
ena Haas, of Grundlsee, Aus
tria, sponsored by International
House; Laura D. Lapeza of Need
ham, Mass., sponsored by Saw
yer Hall; and Hope F. Meader
of Winthrop, Me., sponsored by
Acacia,
Following the rendezvous at
midfield Saturday afternoon, the
annual Sphinx award will be pre
sented to a staff member, faculty
member, or alumnus who has
shown unusual loyalty and dedi
cation to the University.
Also, the other Homecoming
Queen candidates will be in(Continued on Page 2)
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Pres. McConnell Pleased
With Preliminary Draff
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Early Reaction Problems Snag Pool Opening
UNH is the home of a group one detail that slowed us up.
of frustrated swimmers this Also, the deck of the swimming
Is Favorable week as the opening of the new pool hasn’t been cleaned to the

Three student study groups are
and the Administration have dis
cussed the nature of the report presently reading and reacting
and are “ prepared to move ahead to the Educational Policy Com
on proposals
as
soon as mittee report,
“ I’ m very impressed by the
possible,"
style and the content. What has
He added, “ We are taking a been building up inside me for,
positive and constructive at three years, has been finally
titude,"
said by a prestigious commit-1
First, however, a careful re t e e /’ said the chairman of one
view of the report must be made group, Thomas Alway, He added
by administration and the faculty that it will be up to the adminis
council to reach agreement on tration to enact the ideas. “ It
steps to implement it, he ex is the first time anything like
this has been said and said so
plained.
w ell,"
The role of the students is
Sue Dods, a senior, and a
important, too,
member of the student commit
“ Reactions of students, on‘ tee was enthusiastic about the
as formal basis as they’ d care changes. One fault she foresaw
to report, will be a valuable was that the Committee “ wants
source of information to u s." to bring the University to the
students, rather than the stu
he said.
dents to the University."
If approved by the trustees
Karla Marois thought the Com
next year, programs from the mittee was trying to achieve too
committee’ s
recommendations much. “ There are an awful lot
may increase the total cost of of very utopian ideas that will
running the University.
The never come to a university,"
1967-69 Biennial i budget for UNH For examples, she gave the
(Conthmed f. om Page 1)
is due in Gov. John W. King’ s placement of faculty members
faculty members (to be called office as soon as possible, and
as house masters in dorms and
House
Masters) would have therefore plans for implement
the teaching of courses in dorms.
study-offices, is one suggestion. ing these programs could not be
Barbara Hildreth also called
Dorm rules would be abolished, included in this budget.
the report idealistic,
“ But it
but retaining those necessary to
McConnell pointed out, how will work once it’ s cut down a
maintain order and quiet.
Other faculty would also be ever, that “ it will take time, little," she added,
Jan Davis, a junior, thought
expected to serve as advisors, in many cases more time than
a biennium, to implement parts
under the Chief Advisor,
Changes in the requirements of this report. The redesigning
for graduation are also included of a dorm is a long-term pro
in th e. preliminary report. One je c t,"
(Continued from Page 1)
“ But that doesn’ t mean we
is to abolish the credit-system,
A person may, by dialing a
won’
t
begin
with
some
of
the
substituting a requirement of 32
number, have transmitted onto
courses. The sole restrictions .programs as soon as possible," his television screen a film of
he
quickly
added.
would be imposed by the de
Meanwhile, work for the ten the afternoon’ s conference, or
partment in which a student
■faculty
members who drew up the information from the UNH Li
chooses his major and the gen
preliminary report is hardly brary, or even data from the
eral education requirement.
Harvard Library.
This requirement would be met done. They are supervising study
The international dimension of
groups
composed
of
students
and
by selecting ten courses from
the audio-visual aids will be the
administration
before
the
final
two course divisions in the Uni
direct translation of conferences
versity,
liberal
arts
and report is due.
They began meeting early this and lectures into the language
sciences. Six courses would have
of the listener.
to be selected from the division year, after their appointment by
In setting up and working with
President
McConnell
in
Decem
outside the major field, four
the computer systems, students
ber.
Over
the
months
the
ten
from the field in which the major
will gain valuable experience.
is included, but not in that field. met 51 times for periods of
Plans for the physical facili
two
to
four
hours.
Whether to elect these courses
“ But that doesn’ t include the ties are ever-changing. “ Be
on a pass-fail or graded basis
hours spent on the telephone cause of the high costs of con
would be up to the student.
struction, only a portion of the
The only other requirement for and over co ffe e ," Dwight Ladd, learning center building and one
chairman
of
the
committee,
graduation would be a demonstra
high rise residence tower will be
tion of competence in English, added.
constructed in the first phase of
The preliminary report was
math and a foreign language.
the New England Regional Cen
distributed
to
faculty
and
stu
A major change in dating the
te r ," said Dr. Harry Day, direc
semesters may be implemented. dents on the study committees tor of the Center,
The semester would begin about this week. The student body is
Day, who recently returned
Sept. 10 and end before Christ receiving copies today with the from a meeting with architect
mas vacation with final exams new hampshire. The President’ s iWilliam Pereira in California,
following a reading week after Office and the Committee, not
said the first $2,65 million raised
New Years.
Second semester ing the need for each student to from funds and contributions will
would begin immediately after have a copy, provided the funds be sufficient to cover construc
finals and end about May 20. to print the report, the new
tion costs of only these two
Other recommendations inclu hampshire provide^ the printer,
buildings,.
proofreaders
and
circulation.
ded at least one course per de
The part of the learning cen
partment with enrollment limit
ed to ten, student evaluation o f aries in other departments at ter building to begin construction
teaching, and revision of drop- UNH, Dwight Ladd, chairman, in early spring, will have four
large seminar rooms, a dining
add procedures and numbering added.)
Many of the suggestions, if room seating 200 persons and a
of courses.
More time for teaching by implemented, will mean increas dining area for faculty.
Of the three residence tow
relieving professors from “ aca ed costs for new personnel,
dem ic" busy-work is a key re equipment and buildings. The ers, “ tower B " was chosen for
committee pointed to the “ over construction first because it is
commendation.
Abolishing all faculty com all Budgetary constraints underl closest to the arrival shelter.
mittees except the faculty coun which the University now opera The arrival shelter, where guests
cil, increasing the University te s " and the “ need for a bigger may leave bags, will be built in
stages also. Later the arrival
staff and administration, and re budget."
The report is being taken under building will serve as registra
lieving the pressure “ real or
imagined" to publish are the study by faculty, administration tion headquarters,
A master plan report for in
committee’ s
recommendations and student groups and the final
toward accomplishing this goal^ report will be submitted to the terior design of the building is'
Mandatory leaves every seven President by February 1, 1967, being prepared by the research
Plans for actualizing the re division of P ereira’ s office. A
years for faculty is included.
Also cited are rewarding good commendations will then be for draft of the report suggests that
teaching and increasing the “ ap mulated by the faculty and ad the four seminar rooms in the
pallingly low salaries in most ministration and sent to the learning center building might
lies final be named Summer, Winter, Fall
areas of the College of Liberal Trustees, wherein
and Spring and be decorated acA rts," (Low in relation to sal- approval.
“ I think the committee did a
splendid jo b / ' President John
W. McConnell, the man who or
dered the Educa-tional Policy
Committee Report, commented
this morning.
Describing it as “ thought-pro
voking" and “ imaginative" Mc
Connell felt the preliminary re
port issued today would provide
food for thought and discussion
on campus,
“ I’ m* particularly impressed
with the idea of considering the
student as a whole person and
considering the total impact of
the University on him ," he con
tinued.
Noting that the recommenda
tions in the final report, due
Feb. 1, 1967, may change some
what from this preliminary
report, McConnell declined to
predict the future of the re
commendations.
He indicated that the Trustees

Draft Released

NE Center

pool was again delayed.
“ We’ re having trouble with one
of the pumps," said Gavin Car
ter, Chairman of the Department
of Physical Education for Men,
“ These pumps are built at a cer
tain capacity tolerance. When
we exceed this capacity the pump
cuts o ff." The present tolerance
is not enough to keep the pool
running,
“ But,"
said Carter, “ the
pumps are not a major problem
so by next Monday we should
be in business. The whole pro
blem is that we are trying to
use this equipment too fast. We
haven’ t been given time to check
things out properly so little things
keep getting in our way,"
“ We had to test lifeguard ap
plicants," said Carter, “ That’ s
the report was “ comprehensive
and well planned," The com
mittee thought out the problems
very clearly.
Even more im
portant, was the progressiveness
which it displayed.
Steve Cote called it “ a fan
tastic report. I couldn’ t put it
down,"
Since a span of five
years is set to put the plans
into action, Cote thought it very
practical, “ As long as the Ad
ministration gets behind it, the
plans can go through. And the
Administration is behind it now."
cordingly “ since the changing
seasons play such a vital role
in the life of New England,
The draft also reveals that
the dining rooms will be dedi
cated to sailors, fishermen, ship
builders, . . . “ the maritime
tradition of New England."
The pavilion, which is the soc
ial center of the Regional Cen
ter, will be constructed in the
second phase. It will contain
several large fireplaces. High
backed chairs and rockers will
be grouped around the fireplace
for strangers to meet for in
formal discussions.
One area of the pavilion maybe
used for table games such as
chess, checkers, dominoes, cribbage or cards.
The outdoors
will be recognized as part of the
design scheme. At every level
the visitor will be conscious of
the outdoors, almost able to touch
the trees.
The library, according, to the
proposal, could be the area in
which the six New England states
are distinguished. Seals, mot
toes, and flags of the States
may be used for decoration. The
collection would be in six sec
tions: history, travel, biography,
art, fiction, poetry, each concer
ned with the people and places
o f the states.
Through workshops, institutes,
conferences and other informal
study programs ranging from
one day to several weeks in
length, the Center will focus
on the problems of individual
states from a regional per
spective.
EDITOR’ S NOTE: This is the first
in a series of articles on the New
England Regional Center for Continning Education.

(next week: the programs)

satisfaction of Mr. Arnold, our
swimming coach ."
“ But the pool is finished,"
Carter added, “ and as soon as
we get these minor problems
cleared up it will be operational.
This should be by next Monday,"
The pool area has green walls
and a white roof waved for acous
tics.
A seating balcony rises
from the pool on one side prov
iding seats for several hundred
spectators.
The pool itself is 75’ by 60’ ,
has six racing lanes, and a three
and one meter diving board,
“ Unlike most other p ools,"
said Arnold, “ this one slopes
from side to side and not from
end to end."
“ Wave action is not too bad,"
Arnold added, “ We won’ t know
just how fast the pool is until
we get some good swimmers
competing in it ."
“ The only thing that might
cause some difficulty is the back
set gutter.
That is, twelve to
fourteen inches before the top
edge of the pool, there is a
lower edge. So when a good swim
mer gets in the pool, a swim
mer that watches the top edge
of the pool for his turns, he
will be in trouble.
But once
swimmers get used to it, it
won’ t be any problem ."
The swimming team, which will
begin practice
Oct. 10, will
operate initially on the club basis.
If enough enthusiasm for the
sport is generated. Carter said,
it will be recognized as a varsity
sport.
The schedule also provides
from one to four hours a day
open recreation. During this time
any university student can use
the pool.
“ When you have a pool that is
being used by a large number of
students," said Carter, “ there
is naturally a hygiene problem.
We will provide tanksuits that
can be checked out.
A student can wear any bathing;
suit he or she wants just so
long as it contains no lint. When
you have lint, you have blocked
off inlets and outlets and pro
blem s,"
The maintenance department,
responsible for hygiene, will test
the water three times a day and
clean the filters.

Homecoming
(Continued from Page 1)
troduced.
They are: Pamela
Campbell (sponsored by Lambda
Chi Alpha); Lynne Curtis (Sigma
Beta); Christine Dalphin (EastWest); Susan Dix (Alexander);
Pamela Eley (Kappa Sigma); Ro
berta Henderson (Englehardt);
Debbie Patch (Phi Kappa Theta);
Angela Piper (AlphaTauOmega);
Nancy Rudolph (Hunter); Gail
Saunders (Theta Chi); and Laura
Stanczyk (i^oke).
At the moment, everything is
A-OK, and, barring a visit from
a jealous non-contestant named
Inez, Operation C oron a tion
should come off without a hitch.
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U n iv e rs ity C a le n d a r
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
Homecoming Dance: sponsored by IFC, featuring
The McCoys and The Spectras
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Snively
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8
Field House Dedication
10 a.m.
Field House
Alumni Barbecue: Sponsored by Agriculture
Alumni and 100 Club for Scholarships
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Putnam - Pits
Varsity Football: UNH vs. UMaine
Cowell Stadium
1:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9
USAF A rt Exhibit
Carroll-Belknap
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Freshman Tea
McConnell Home
2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Senior Class Council Meeting
Senate Room
7 p.m.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
U. S. Senator McIntyre leads a non-political discussion
on Student Commitment in democratic society
7:30 p.m.
'
Strafford
Film: “ 1090 Days - JFK”
10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., 7 p.m. (3 shows)
Strafford
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11
Engineering Colloquy
1 p.m.
Kingsbury * Lecture Hall
University Folk Club
3 p.mi.
Strafford
Planning meeting for International Students to im
prove aural ability in English. Professor Fredrirk
Murray.
5 p.m.
W olff House, 10 Ballard St.
Donald Steele Music Recital: 200th annual recital o f
chairman of UNH Music Department
8 p.m.
Johnson Theater
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12
Varsity Soccer: UNH vs. Colby
3 p.m.
Fields
Freshman Cross Country: UNH vs. Exeter
3 p.m.
Lewis Field
American Red Cross standard-advanced first aid course,
sponsored by the Outing Club
6:30 p.m.
Senate Room, MUB
USAF A rt Exhibit
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Carroll-Belknap
Allied A rts: Montanaro Mime Presentation
8 p.m.
Johnson Theater
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
Spaulding Distinguished Lecturer: Henry Seete Commager, historian and commentator on current affairs
will speak on the Relation o f Universities to Nation
alism.
1 p.m.
N. H. Hall-Gym
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YR’s Map Strategy Students Ride Steam Roller
For State Campaign But The Rumble Brings Cops
The Youn^ Republicans started
organizing campaign work for
three major state-wide Republi
can candidates at its first meet
ing, held recently in-the Senate,Merrimack room.
The group will campaign for
Hugh Gregg, gubernatorial can
didate; General Harrison Th3mg,
candidate for the United States
Senate; and Louis Wyman, can
didate for congressman from the
first district.
They also made plans to work
at the Dover Republican head
quarters and to join thev effort
o f the Durham Town Republican
Committee,
Peter Spaulding, 1965-66 Stu
dent Senate President, who is
now working for the state Re
publican committee in Concord,
attended the meeting and ex
plained the over-all work the
Young Republicans must do.
He said the Republican party
must concentrate on increasing
the number of Republicans vot
ing in small towns.
Hence,
they must establish a drive for
registration and encourage peo
ple to vote.

A two-ton Tandem Roller was
taken on a midnight joyride Sa
turday.
The machine, owned by Bell
& Flynn, Inc,, of Exeter and val
ued at about $1500, was borrowed
from the construction site near
Devine Hall.
A crowd of 50 students stood
and cheered as the small roller
rumbled along the sidewalk be
side East, but when rumors of
“ police”
were heard, their
cheers turned to “ Take it back.
At this point a security offi
cer arrived, pulled out his flash
light and strode over to the
rumbling contraption,
“ Just what I need for a
cru iser,” he said, shining his
flashlight on it. “ They’ re look
ing for fingerprints,” said some
one in the crowd. The officer
then had the machine moved to
the side of College Brook.
After removing a spark plug,
the officer turned to the crowd,
“ Okay boys, we’ ve had our fun.
Now don’ t pick it up and take
it in the dorm with you,”
Someone called out, “ But we
need something to lead the vic
tory parade tomorrow if we win

T H E B O O K S M IT H
Sorry we aren't your favorite
Book Store, hut we can try, can't w e l
Now in Stock
1. Tom W olfe’s Kandy
Kolored Tangerine Flake
Baby
2. Fact, Commentary,
Ramparts, The Nation
3. Required reading fo r:
Phil. 600, Physical Science
401, and most o f English 401.
4. Reference reading in
History, Philosophy, Relig
ion, Sciences, Government
and others.

Dance and Swing:
Homecoming: with

The McCoys
of **Hang: on Sloopy” fame

(!)

5. Over 500 best sellers
o f Ted Mark’s Romp Series
including: The Crazy Humor
No. 1 - No. 9

the game.”
He laughed, “ If UNH wins the
game. I’ ll give it to you.”

Swingline
[1 ] Divide 30 by V2
and add 10.
What is the
answer?
(Answers
below )

[2 ] You have a TOT
Stapler that
staples eight
10-page reports
or tacks 31 memos
to a
bulletin board.
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

THIS W EEK’ S SPECIAL
Language Dictionaries
English-Russian
Reg. 95c
English-Spanish
NOW
English-Latin
60c
Foreign Word Usage
Always 25-40 new Best
Sellers on display
every week

Paros Pizzo House
513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
N o bigger than a pack o f gum—but packs
the punch o f a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

Open —
Mon.-Thurs.

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.
Sun.

12 Noon - 11 p.m.

Phone 742-9829
Delivery with 10 or More

INC.

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
jUMO UB3 noX uia)i {ootias
aptjl tsaipueq aijt s,»i ‘jpuad a ptie Jjooq
•a)ou B 6t
;Xbm aiit Xq ‘ hb jb Bopt
psq B jou SI qoiqM—„• * • jia id B t s XO X ®
SABq n o x „ -aSB jno;^'Z *(55 si pappB o i
qjiAV z Xq papiAip 06) OL "I SMSMSMY

presented by the
Interfratemity Council

Oct. 7 in Snively Arena
Two Shows
9 & 1 0 :4 5 p.m.

Dancing to the Spectras
from 8 to 12 p.m.

$2.25 per person
$4.
per couple

Tickets available at
the main desk, MUB
and at the Gate.

• OVER YOU R
IN S TR U M E N TS
• OVER AU D IEN C E
NOISE
Your microphone is your link
with your audience. Choose
it with care. Shure Unidyne
microphones project your
voice over your instruments,
and over audience noise . . .
YOU WILL BE HEARD. They
are used by many of the
world’s most famous Rock 'n
Roll and Country 'n Western
g ro u p s. S hure U nidyne
microphones help put your
act across. W rite: Shure
Brothers, Inc., 222 H artre/
Ave., Evanston, III. 60204.

UNIDYNE®
PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINER
MICROPHONES

Thursday,

Potshots

Econombts Staggered By
The High Cost Of Sleeping
By Andy Merton
Members of the President’ s
Economic Advisory Board met in
emergency session this afternoon
after learning that all four of
the nation’ s major bed manufac
turers had announced substantial
price increases for their 1967
models earlier in the day.
Springworth Beds, Inc., lead
the field with price hikes aver
aging $14.58 per bed over com
parable 1966 models.
“ The situation looks grave at
the moment,” said resident econ
omist Sam Paulson. “ Beds are
a necessity of life in this coun
try, It is almost impossible to
live without them. Therefore,
this across-the-board increase,
if not rescinded, may trigger a
new inflationary spiral,”
The manufacturers attribute
the higher prices to rising labor
costs and more stringent gov
ernment safety requirements,
“ They Have forced us to put
restraining harnesses, as well
as padded headboards and guard
rails, on even the most inex
pensive models,” said Dolton
Springworth,
P r e s id e n t
of
Springworth Beds. “ Then they
turn around and tell us to keep
the prices
down. It’ s im
possible.”
“ No matter how many safety
features we build into these
beds,” he added, “ the accident
rate in our nation’ s bedrooms
will remain at its present level
until America’ s sleepers learn
to take the proper precautions.”
Senator
Hiram
Watchdog
reminded Springworth that the
results of a five-year study con
ducted at a small New England

University indicated otherwise.
Boudoir mishaps occurred five
times as often among members
of the control group, who slept
in ordinary beds, as among the
members of the experimental
group, who slept in beds equip
ped with restraining harnesses.
“ Of course, the bed manufac
turers always base their claims
on the small number of freak
accidents which occur despite,
or because of, the harnesses,”
said Watchdog.
“ They like to
cite the case of the weightlifter
whose urge to sleepwalk was so
strong that he hung himself when
he walked through a window which
Was not large enough to accomo
date the mattress to which he
was harnessed,”
“ You manufacturers are pad
ding your pockets when you should
be padding your mattresses,”
added Watchdog, rubbing his
back.
Amidst the furor, bed sales
men across the nation were re
moving the wraps from the ’ 67
beds. The biggest surprise so
far has been Springworth’ s new
“ Conquistador” line, featuring
tapered mattresses, four feet
wide at the foot of the bed but
only two feet wide at the head.
There is a Conquistador for
every budget, ranging from the
luxury four-poster “ Juan P izarro” down to the economy mo
del “ Speedy Gonzalez.”
“ Our biggest problem was get
ting the sheet manufacturers to
go along with us,” said Springworth,
“ The advantages of this design
are obvious to everyone,” he
added.

'Qp Art Party’

Blood Bank Takes New Twist;
M/ss N.H. And Party Theme
Miss New Hampshire will be
present at an unusual party in
the MUB on Oct, 18, 19 and 20
where students can donate blood
to the Red C ross,
With “ giving in pleasure” in
mind for the donor, the Durham
Red C ross has chosen as its
theme for the year’ s first blood
drawing an “ Op Art Party.”
The three-day “ party” will
be held from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m,
and individual artists and mem
bers of the Durham Art A ssoc
iation will paint.
Miss Nancy Naylor, the reign
ing Miss New Hampshire and a
UNH student, will serve as a
hostess
during part of the
drawing.
Co-sponsors of the three-day
blood bank, which has a goal of
500 pints, are the IFC, Pan
Hellenic Council, the Resident

Halls Advisory Committee, the
Army and Air Force units, and
Alpha Epsilon Delta medical
fraternity.
When asked about the continu
ing high quota assigned to Dur
ham and UNH, Mrs,. William
(Continued From Page 8)
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Too Few Buses, Theatre By The Sea OpensSeason
Hitchhikers W ith Sucresshfl "M ary, M ary”

j g y

Durham lacks many of the
transportation facilities most
people take for granted, so UNH
students improvise.
Bicycles, scooters, hitch-hik
ers, and small groups of girls
walking are common sites on the
road to Dover and Portsmouth,
“ UNH has been called a suit
case college — I believe it now.
There is enough luggage lined
up on Route 4 to fill two busses,”
stated one disgruntled hitch
hiker heading home to Concord
last weekend.
If a student desires luxury
transportation he may call Dover
or Portsmouth for a taxi. The
expense is considerable but some
students prefer to travel in style.
The Michaud Bus Line offers
several buses daily to Boston,
“ It seems as if the bus stops
at every town between Boston
and Durham,” stated one seniorgirl who makes the trip often.
“ I certainly plan to cultivate a
friend with a car this year,”

New seasons can be maae or
ruined by the first play. If Sun
day night’ s
performance of
“ Mary, Mary” is any indication.
Theater by the Sea’ s third sea
son should be the best yet.
The
performance of Jean
Kerr’ s situation comedy showed
a talented company controlled
by a strong director.
Patricia McGregor leads the
list of perform ers. Her Mary
McKellaway in “ Mary, Mary”
is superb. She combines a warm
and aware stage sense with intel
ligent line readings.
Appolo Dukakis played a suave
film star, the notable Dirk Win
ston.
Richard Major showed
good judgement in portraying Bob
McKellaway as a publisher in a
fog.
Judith Holmes, as Tiffany Ri
chards, seemed too old for the
21-year-old character, but still
was believable, Frank Klanfer,
limited by his size, played the

well-dressed lawyer, Oscar Nel
son.
Two suggestions for Bernard
Hiatt who directed the perform
ance, For a situation comedy,
the pace was too slow. It lacked
the slickness it needed. The
pauses after the punch lines were
the cause.
They should have
been picked up and carried on
faster.
Another criticism hits
the movement which seemed arti
ficial in some places. One could
almost hear the director’ s block
ing instructions.
Theater by the Sea started
the season with a success. It
runs through October 16, It
should be seen.
There are unlimited openings
for senior and graduate men
and women in the Air Force
officers training school. Gra
duates of the program are com
missioned as second lieutenants,
The AFROTC unit in Hewitt Hall
has more information.

Cindy Lannon, a junior in Devine, commented that there is
only one bus back to Durham on
Sunday nights. As a result, stu
dents trying to get back to UNH
have to sit or stand in the aisles.
“ The drivers are extremely
courteous and on big weekends
in Boston, such as the YaleHarvard game, the company tries
to run extra busses to relieve
the crowded situation,” said
Linda Pritchard, a sophomore in
North Congreve,
There is regular train service
from Durham to Boston. The
train primarily serves commut
ers, since it runs only on week
days.
It stops in Durham at
6:22 a.m. and leaves Boston at
5:14 p.m.
The train ride to
Boston takes about two hours
as the train stops frequently along the way, according to Bruce
Grant of Grant’ s Coffeeshop,
The schedule for the Michaud
Bus Line for all busses in and
out of Durham is available at
Grant’ s.

Relax at
B U C K ’S C AFE
Dover

Copenhagen Caper
The Fisherman Dress
shown by request

The Yankee Drummer

Help stam p out
Ignorance
Read The New York Tfmes every day and enlighten
your peers on world affairs, politics, sports, the arts.
For campus delivery of The New York Times at low
college rates, g^t In touch with:

! TS P E C I A L ! !
Friday - 8 p.m.
to 11 p.m. only

1 lb. Boiled Lobster
French Fries and Cole Slaw
$2.25
Rolls and Butter

J t it m g

^am n

Restaurant Liquor License
Open til 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday

Phillip K. Works
10-12 Mill Road
Phone: 868-2428

T h e New\brkTim es
Without it, you're not with it.
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To Pick Students No A4ore Late Evening Snacks

Guitarist And Combo To Perform For Fellowships
During Homecoming Weekend
A combo which calls itself
“ The Second Edition” and Tom
Bergier, a guitarist, will per
form at the MUB coffee house,
In Loco Parentis, this weekend.
Bergier, a graduate assistant
in the German Department and a
guitar teacher, will perform Fri
day evening.
His repertoire
Includes
classical and light
classical selections as well as
folk and calypso.
He is also
noted for his guitar adaptations
of, English lute music of the
Middle Ages.
“ The Second Edition” is com

posed of Ray Spencer, George
Stapleford, and Stephanie Nute,
UNH students, and John Perroult,
a high school teacher in Kittery,
Me.
Specializing in traditional and
topical folk music, the group
features four-part vocal har
mony, accompanied by guitar,
banjo, bass, and, on occasion,
harmonica and autoharp.
The group has made appear
ances at the Boarshead Coffee
House in North Hampton and at
many hotels and clubs in coastal
(Continued on Page 12)

The Woodrow Wilson Fellow
ships for 1967-1968 are now
open for competition.
Faculty members have been
asked to nominate students who
are capable of becoming out
standing college teachers in li
beral arts and sciences by
Oct. 31,
They should send the candi
date’ s name, current
mailing
address, college, and proposed
field of graduate study to the
appropriate regional chairman.
Persons wishing further in
formation should contact the
Woodrow Wilson National Fel
lowship Foundation, 32 Nassau
Street, Princetown, N.J. 08540.

In MUB Due to Lack o f Help
By Donna Landry
Hungry students flocking to
the MUB for a late snack may
have to remain hungry.
The MUB grill will close at
9 p.m., according to George Hart
well, food manager.
“ The main reason that we’ re
closing the grill at nine is lack
of help.
As soon as we hire
more workers, we will operate
the grill later,” Hartwell said.
Seven to nine people are need
ed to work in the cafeteria after
meal hours. Currently, there
are only four on some evenings.
The grill must be closed early
so that employees can go home
by midnight.

antidoredom
machine.
(Superstar from Oldsmobile!)

“ If we don’ t close by nine,
we don’ t get things done. It
takes time to clean the grill,”
Hartwell added.
He also said
that he is trying to have sand
wiches and keep the snack bar
open, but it is difficult when a
couple of people must handle
everything.
Three or four people were
hired last weekend, but more help
is needed.
“ The girls can do just so much,
and I need boys for the heavy
work,” he concluded. He will
hire
students
and full-time
workers.
Hartwell has heard no com
plaints yet, but he expects them.
Several students have already
proved him right.
Sally Owens, a senior, explain
ed that after a late class, stu
dents like to relax for awhile,
then go to the MUB for a ham
burger. “ We’ ll be awfully dis
appointed if we get there and
have to settle for a sandwich,”
she said.
“ They should close later, be
cause we like to be able to get
something hot to eat after study
ing in the library all evening,”
said sophomore Mickey Mahoney.
Winnie Boughton, also of the
class of *69, confessed that she
had no significant reason for her
objection.
“ About nine-thirty,
I often feel like eating something,
and I rely on the MUB,” she
said.

r

H ada
unique
experience?
If so, real or imaginary,
tell us. about it in a
limerick and we’ll send
you a co m p le te ly
unique token of our
appreciation. Here’s an
example:
“ A chemistry major
named Bleaker,
Drank his Colt.45
from a beaker.
He said, ‘It’s more
fun!
It holds two cans,
not one.
As an experience,
it’s even uniquer.’ ”

400 CiD V-8. Full
115-inch wheelbase.
Heavy-duty springs,
shock absorbers, shaft.
Sway bars, front and
rear. High-performance
axle. Dual exhausts.
Beefed-up wheels.
Red-Line or White-Line
tires. Bucket seats.
Louvered hood. Higher
oil pressure. They're
all standard goodies
at one modest price.

Get the idea? Get it
down on a post card
and send to:

Available also,
if you w ish— wide
oval tires. Rocket Rally
Pac, UHV ignition,
superstock wheels,
front disc brakes and
the like. Try one and
you'll agree: 1967 Olds
4-4-2 is the sweetest,
neatest, completest
anti-boredom bundle
on rubber!

Limerick Contest,
Box 45, Colt, Arkansas.
In the meantime, try
this for inspiration!

Obey Laws. Drive S afely.
O ld s th in k s o f y o u r s a fe ty , to o , w ith th e
G M -d e v e lo p e d e n e rg y -a b s o rb in g
s te e rin g c o lu m n t h a t can c o m p re s s on
se v e re im p a c t up to 8% in c h e s ; w ith
fo u r - w a y h a z a rd w a rn in g fla s h e r ;
o u ts id e re a rv ie w m ir r o r ; d u a l m a s te r
c y lin d e r b ra k e s y s te m , p lu s m a n y o th e r
s a fe ty fe a tu r e s — a ll s ta n d a rd fo r ’67.

OIDS

ENGINEERED FOR EX C IT E M EN T .. .TO RO N A D O -STyiE!

GM

A completely
unique
experience
© SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
THENATIONALBREWINGCO.,BALTO.,MD.
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Looking For A Job?

UNH Placement Service Aids Students And Alumni

Life-long help in finding a job
is guaranteed to any student who
registers with the University
Placement Service.
Located on the second floor of
Huddleston Hall, the Placement
Service serves as the job op
portunities center for students
and alumni,
“ The office contacts, promotes
and maintains placement rela
tionships with recruiting per
sonnel from the fields of indus
try, business, government, and
education," said Edward J. Do
herty, recently appointed direc
tor of the service.
Over
250
companies and
government agencies use the
Placement Service to find em
ployees, Also, about 50 schools
recruit teachers through the
bureau.
Doherty and his four-member
staff coordinate campus visits
of business and industry recruit
ing representatives and provide
vocational counseling.
Students planning to receive
degrees in February, June or
August of 1967 must register
at Placement Service before the
end of October.
During that
month candidates for graduation
will receive bulletins listing
dates when specific companies
will come to UNH for interviews
and what kind of jobs are avail
able.
Interviews will be held from
November 9 through March in
Huddleston Hall.
Besides the “ on campus inter-

W E LC O M E
to
Durham
Laundercenter
46 Main Street

Both coin-op
laundry and
dry cleeuiing
T R Y our extractor f o r
hard to dry items such as
wool socks and towels.

view " with company representa
tives, students can apply through
the mail or over the phone.
Students must pay a $2 trans
cript fee when they register with
the service. The transcript, along with references from past
employers, faculty, business as
sociates and friends, are kept in
files available to employers on
request.

The placement service also
maintains an up to date library
of career brochures.
There
are also listings of summer job
opportunities available to under
graduates, These jobs also en
able employers to train those
they plan to hire after gradua
tion.
Limited
information
about
graduate schools and scholar

ships they offer plus a service
for faculty job opportunities in
colleges and junior colleges are
also available,
“ It is very important," Do
herty added, “ that graduating
students register because this
service will aid them throughout
their liv e s,"
The Placement Office is open
from 8:00 a^m. to 12 and 1

Missing Something
From Frosh Camp?
Did you come back from Fresh
man Camp minus a sneaker, um
brella, sleeping bag or raincoat?
Cathy Corey and Joyce Wilson
have collected all the articles
left behind and would like to
return them to the rightful own
ers.
Claimants should contact
either person._________________
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. It remains
open during school vacations.

You
don’t have to
be a genius
to work at
G.E.
Near genius is okay.

COLOR and CURL
HAIRDRESSERS
Coming to Durham

A near genius with drive, stamina
and imagination, that is.
And it doesn’t really matter what
subject you’re a near genius in.
General Electric is looking for top
scientists — and for top graduates in
economics, business, law, account
ing and the liberal arts.
Nobody who joins G.E. is going to
feel cramped. This is a worldwide

company, and it makes over 200,000
different products. So there’s plenty
of room to feel your strength — and
in some of today’s most challenging
fields: transit design, urban lighting,
jet propulsion, computers, e lec 
tronics, aerospace, you name it.
Challenges like these have raised
a new generation of idea men at
G.E. If you’re good enough to join

them, you’ll find responsibilities
come to you early. Your talents are
recognized, your work is rewarded
— in money and in opportunity.
This time next year, you could be
on your way. Talk to the man from
G.E. next time he visits your cam
pus. And don’t be surprised if he’s
young, too. At General Electric, the
young men are important men.

7h>gress Is O ur M ost Im p o rtan t Product
Ph. 868-2223
Jenkins Court
& Main St.

G E N E R A L ^ ELECTRI C
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Peace Corps Veteran Tad Range
Back From Two Years In Colombia
Janice Harayda
Bathing in pirhana-infested r i
vers, eating only rice, potatoes
and bananas; and commuting to
work via dug-out canoe or burro
were routine during senior Tad
Range’ s two years with the Peace
Corps in Colombia,
The tall, red-haired Sigma
Alpha Epsilon brother described
his experiences as “ fantastically
maturing” and as having allowed
him to work with “ some of the
most wonderful and genuine peo
ple I’ ve ever met,”
The 23 year old biochemistry
major applied to the program
following a lecture by Peace
Corps recruiters at UNHinl963,
“ I had started to lose interest
in my school work,” he explained,
“ and although I had done well
in my freshman year my grades
fell as a sophomore, I decided,
with the help of my adviser.
Dr, Mathias Richards, to take
two years off *to think things
over,’ ”
Runge was accepted several
months after taking the Peace
Corps tests and was sent to the
University of Nebraska in Aug,
1963 for three months of r i
gorous training, including five
hours a day of language study.
Although Pease Corps trainees
began their day at six in the
morning with physical educa
tion, and didn’ t rest until 8:30
in the evening, their hours of
training were short in compari
son to the number of hours they
worked in Colombia,
Runge had hoped to be assign
ed to Southeast Asia, but the
need at the time was greater
in Latin America,
“ During my first year. I work
ed in an isolated part of the
Amazon basin,” Runge said,
“ where I did mostly surveying,
as part of an agrarian reform
program sponsored by the Col
ombian government,”
“ The second year, I was with

the CARE-administrated Peace
Corps Rural Community Deve
lopment P roject, and lived in a
small town on the Caribbean,
I helped build a school and a
road, the first the town ever
had,”
But
the
corps men
had
numerous problem s, especially
with local politicians who rarely
kept promises to the townspeople,
Runge said, “ They caused a
lot of discouragement, because
we’ d survey the people’ s land
and help them prepare it for
farming. Then, after we’ d e s
tablished good relationships with
them, the officials wouldn’ t come
through with the titles to the
land. Villagers seemed to think
it was somehow our fault and
became suspicious,”
The UNH student’ s reception
was more unusual than most,
because so few Colombians had
ever seen red hair.
Always
wanting to touch it, the natives
nicknamed him “ Rojas” (“ red
head) and “ Mono” (“ light-skin
ned” or “ light-haired” ).
At every city he visited, find
ing potable water was a major

problem. Workers were forced
to purify water with iodine tab
lets, and Runge said with a grin,
“ After putting the tablets in,
my friends and I held up the
glasses to see how long it took
the parasites to stop moving.
Many times they just wouldn’ t
die!”
As an afterthought, he added,
“ Really, the only things safe to
drink were beer and soda pop,”
Since water for bathing was
as rare as for drinking, “ Men
had their days in the river and
women had theirs,”
Another constant source
of
concern,
especially
in the
Amazon basin, (“ a pure jungle” )
was reptiles,
Runge recalled,
as unpleasant, an incident in
which several Corps men drove
their jeep over what appeared
to be a log, only to find when
the “ log” slithered away that
it had been a huge anaconda
snake.
Despite inevitable problems
with politicians, a language bar
rier, impure water, and jungle,
Runge doesn’ t hesitate to recom 
mend the Peace Corps to per-

spective volunteers, especially
to those who are having a diffi
cult time in their first few years
of college or are undecided about
their future, “ But,” he advised,
“ anyone going in should be able
to adapt to new situations, and
should make sure he is in a pro
ject where his interest lies one
himdred per cent,”

“ I think what most people would
like best is something like I
was doing, rural community de
velopment work, where you have
a chance to be with people who
have been pushed around by the
government for years. You can
give them the first constructive
work they’ ve ever had from any
one.”

T A K E A B R E A K PROM S T U D Y IN G
COME TO

GRAN T’S

AND HAVE

A D ELIC IO U S P IZ Z A
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders of
3 or More Pizv»s From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.

P R ICED FROM .90 - 1.50
Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949

if she doesn’t give it to yo u ...
— get it yourself!

868-2145

JADE EAST

Breakfast
Lunch

Tad R u n g e , after two
years with the Peace Corps
in Columbia, reflects on his
experiences with the native
villagers.

P IZ Z A

Sandy - Carl Bakery
96 Main St.

Rojas” The
Red Head

Sea Foods

Dinner
6 a,m . to 6 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m . to 1 s.in.

NEED A HAIRCUT
UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP
BEST-LOOKING SLA C K S YOU’L L NEVER P R E S S ”

FOR

Y O U R

L e e -F R e s T

L e e s u re s *

FALL WARDROBE

KORATROf^

NOW BEING FEATURED A T

Jenkins Court

487

C E N TR A L AVE N U E

DOVER, N . H. 0 3 8 2 0

Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
SW AN K,

N EW Y O R K

S O L E D IS T R IB U T O R
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Senator McIntyre
To Speak Here

Viola Spolin Finds Reality
In Playing Theater Games
By David Mayberry
Whapp!
Union from 2-3 p.m.
Viola Spolin, the first Sidore
“ The game leader is part of
Lecturer, hit a young girl on the the group.
He doesn’ t save
back with a rolled up newspaper. souls, or teach, he says *I’ ve
“ Catch me,” M rs. Spolin yell been somewhere you haven’ t been
ed as she ran to a chair in - come. I’ ll take you there’ ,”
front of the stage in New Hamp continued M rs. Spolin.
shire Hall.
“ How do you teach discovery?
The girl struggled out of her You don’ t. When someone dis
cross-legged position on the covers something he will say
floor, rose and dashed after Mrs. ‘ ah, ha’ and then he knows,”
Spolin. She was too slow. M rs. she said.
Spolin had already put the rolled“ We’ re all after connection,
up newspaper on the chair and connection of one person to an
scurrying back to where the girl other. We’ re tired of isolation,
had been sitting.
separation, and possible annihi
“ Now you’ re it,” laughed Mrs* lation. The world is hungry for
Spolin as she dropped to the connection. Without it, there is
floor.
no art form ,” said Mrs. Spolin,
The girl stalked among the
Mrs. Spolin will return to cam
125 children, students, and tea pus from January 4-6, to lecture
chers who were sitting on the and conduct workshops.
gym floor and in chairs facing
the stage.
Whapp! She hit another girl.
The race to the chair and back
(Continued from Page 4)
began. The others shouted en
Stearns, local chairman, said,
couragements and laughed.
Mrs. Spolin hollered louder “ No matter how high the quota
than anyone else. She jumped may seem, the collection of blood
up and went tc^ the front of the never surpasses the increasing
group. While the game of swat demand throughout the state,”
tag was still going on, she chan
Mrs. Stearns said that no ap
ged her brown high heels for a pointment is necessary, but, if
pair of black flip-flops.
one is desired, the donor may
“ Come on, tag her,” Mrs. Spo call 868-5511, extension 517 on
lin said.
Oct, 16 and 17.
The setting looked like a ga
Permission slips for those re
thering of summer campers on
a parent’ s weekend. Actually, sidents under 21 are now in all
Mrs. Spolin was conducting thea housing units. Commuters may
obtain them at the MUB recep
ter games,
“ Games generate energy from tion desk.
the participants — this energy
The usual Red Cross Awards
can be shaped into sports, scho
larship, or the arts,” said the will be given to the housing
major exponent of improvisa- units with both the greatest per
centage and also the largest
tional theater.
The group that gathered on number of donors.
Saturday morning certainly ge
nerated plenty of energy. They
played regular tag, frozen tag,
slow-motion tag, and pause tag.
They had a tug-of-war with an
imaginary rope. Then they jum
ped ropes (imaginary), played
HIGH INCOME JOBS
pass with ball (imaginary) and
ON CAMPUS
played imaginary dodge ball in
large circles,
“ We live in a world we’ ve
Get a high paying job in
conjured up, not in the real
sales, distribution or market
world.
Games try to break
research right on your own
down
these
restricting
li
mitations,” Mrs. Spolin said.
campus. Become a campus
“ We see only what we choose
representative fo r over forty
to see in others. Touching an
other’ s face helps us to see
magazines, American Air
more, what is really there,” con
lines. Operating Match, etc.
tinued Mrs, Spolin,
and earn big part-time mon
“ Don’t teach, let the games
teach,” said M rs. Spolin at the ey doing interesting work.
question and answer period in
the Carrol-Belknap Room at the Apply right aw ay! Collegi

Making Faces

Sidore Lecturer Mrs. Viola Spolin,
mingles in the crowd Saturday at New
Hampshire Hall where she led the aud
ience in several theater games. The
women above are playing the mirror
game; each is trying to mimic the ex
pression on her neighbor’s face.

T he
E N G A G E -A B L E S
Go for

Bloodbank

ate Marketing, Dept. H, 27
IF . . .
You have an order fo r 15
or more PIZZAS, and you
go to the PIZZA DEN after
them, you get one free . . .

E. 22 St., New York, N. Y.
10010.

The N ew I I I H A V IH
4 miles west on Rt. 4

P IZZA S — made to order
IT A L IA N SA N D W IC H E S

First
Choice
Of The
Engageabl es
And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . . " a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name. Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat
isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jew eler’s store. Find him in the
yellow pages under “ Jewelers.”
R E G I S T E R E D

TC

R I N G S

MAJORCA S250
W E D D IN G R IN G 8 7 . 5 0

FLEUR *1 2 5 TO 1975
W E D D IN G R IN G 6 2 .5 0

The first choice of brides and
grooms-to-be . . . Keepsake of
fers exciting new styles . . . the
assurance of a perfect center
diamond. Find your very personal
Keepsake in our fine selection.

King's
Jewelry
37 No. Main Street
Rochester, N. H.
*
424 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.

P R IC E S FROM $ 1 0 0 . TO $ 5 0 0 0 . R IN G S E N L A R G E D TO SHOW B E A U T Y O F D E T A IL .
® T R A D E -M A R K R E G . A . H . POND C O M PA N Y, IN C . E S T A B L IS H E D 1 8 9 2 .

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, “ H o w To Plan Your Engagement
and W edding” and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c.
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-poge Bride’s Book.
NameAdd ressCity-----State-

742-9870

e e p s g i l c o
D I A M O N D

— a 50c meal in itself
12 - 1 0 :3 0

Senator Thomas McIntyre will
visit Durham Oct, 10.
He will be on campus for
early evening University activi
ties. Students for McIntyre will
sponsor a speech by the Senator
at 7:30 p.m, in the Strafford
Room,
Prior to speaking, the Senator
will dine with the brothers of
Sigma Beta and meet with the
Students for McIntyre.
Also on Monday, Students for
McIntyre will sponsor the show
ing of the film, “ A Thousand
Days - JFK,”
There will be
three showings in the Strafford
Room, at 10:30 a.m ., 1:30 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m.
The public is
welcome free of charge.

Rings enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Reg.
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It's Deutsch At UNH Next July In
Increase In Telephones And New Buildings New Seven-Week Summer School
'W e M ust Expand’

Cause Big 'Taiking Problems’ For T-Hall
By Gloria Bednarczyk
If you’ ve been having more
trouble than usual calling Devine
Hall or Stoke addition, it’ s be
cause there are no ejctensions
in either hall.
“ We’ ve had all this construc
tion and some people neglected
to order phones ubtil the end o'f
the summer, so Dover is now
swamped with our ord ers,’ ’ ex
plained Robert Hutton, the as
sistant to the treasurer, who is
in charge of the campus tele
phone system.
Construction on some of the
buildings had not progressed en
ough during the summer to allow
installation of phones,
“ We have more phone equip
ment here now, I think, than
they have in Dover,’ ’ he added,
explaining that the phone equip
ment must be ordered from, and
installed by, the Dover office of
the New England Telephone Com
pany.

:^fiS

The construction of several
academic buildings, as well as
the completion of the Stoke ad
dition and Devine Hall created
a need for 50 or 60 new tele
phones.
Because of the number of
phones which must be installed,
it is taking longer than the nor
mal two weeks to equip all the
buildings, Hutton said, “ We hope
to have them all in by the end
of the week,”
Devine Hall now has only one
pay phone on each floor. “ It’ s
very hard to get calls in where
you only have five phones in the
whole dorm ,” said Kathy May
nard, a sophomore,
“ Quite a
lot of people have to call seven
or eight tim es,” As for calling
out? “ We just go through into
Randall,” she said.
Installing phones in the new
buildings is just one problem
facing the UNH phone service.
The campus phone system is

outdated.
The two - position
switchboard had, until two weeks
ago, a capacity of 400 lines.
Since then 200 lines have been
added to accommodate the new
buildings,
“ We’ ve reached the capacity of
our system,” said Hutton, “ We
must
expand or get a new
system .”
“ I believe we have the busiest
board in the state,” he added.
The traffic on the switchboard
has increased 250 per cent with
in the last three years.
The volume of the calls and
the overcrowded switchboard ne
cessarily means less efficient
phone service. It is not unusual
to get a busy signal after dial
ing only one digit of a three digit
extension number.
Sometimes
there is no dial tone at all.
To facilitate speedier handling
o f calls, Hutton is considering
adding a third operator. Now,
(Continued on Page 12)

Two hundred telephone lines have re
cently been added to the University’s
outdated campus telephone. Switch
board operator, Mrs. Everett Young,
tries her best to accommodate calls on
“ the busiest board in the state.”

By Mary Bauer
“ German spoken here — ex
clusively,” will be the slogan at
UNH this coming summer.
A summer school for students
of German will be held on cam
pus from June 30 to August 16.
Students interested in acquiring
an MA degree in German or a
MA degree in teaching German
are eligible.
The program is designed to
foster an appreciation of the
language, history, art and li
terature of the German people,
Herman Reske, chairman of
the German Department, de
mands that students enrolled in
this program pledge to use the
German
language exclusively
during the full seven weeks of
the school.
Any students vio
lating this pledge will be re
quested to withdraw from the
program.
Ninety percent of those attend
ing will be graduate students. A

small number o f undergraduates
will be allowed to attend provi
ded they have some spoken com 
mand of German,
They must
also be recommended by their
advisors.
Lectures are scheduled from
8 a.m . to 1 p.m . Members of the
staff will have lectures through
out the afternoon.
To supplement the education
program, folk singing, film s, a
German play, hikes and picnics
to the White Mountains and the
seacoast are planned*
Two
p rofessors from the
Goethe Institute in Munich will
give lectures. P rofessor Ger
hard Storz, form er minister of
cultural affairs and education,
and the current president of the
Academy for Language and L i
terature, will lecture, highlight
ing the program,
Reske hopes that the German
Ambassador to Washington will
be present to open the school.

THE GENTLEMAN’S SHIRT

CLICKS ^

CAMPUS
The Purist^ Btitfon-Dewn

. . . fulbfiared collar. . .
lean, tapered body . . .
meticiilously tailored . . .
fashiorted for the colle
gian who seeks perfection
in hfs traditional ward
robe. Shirtmanship at its
finest.., exclusrvelySero,

with Old Spice Lime
Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LiM E can help.
Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive. . . but
so subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows it! W orth trying.? You bet it is!

Old Spice LIME Cologne, After Shave, Gift Sets. By the makers o f original Old Spice.

BRAD MdNTIRE
DiuHbam, New Hempehire
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Rl S in b UNH in Rain
A crowd of 2,500 showed up
Saturday at a rain soaked Cowell
Stadium to watch the UNH Wild
cats take their second defeat of
the season at the hands of a young
Rhode Island team. Once again it
was a passing attack which beat
the Cats as Sophomore Quarter
back Tom Fay passed for a total
of 198 yards, 53 yards more
than UNH could gain both rush
ing and passing. It was the
eleventh straight loss for the
Wildcats,
The Rams took the opening
kick-off on their own 28 yard
line, got a first down on pass
interference, but were forced
to kick three plays later. The
Cats were unable to move the
ball and had to kick,
Rhode
Island then moved down to the
UNH 37 in eight plays before
handing the ball back to the Cats
after Paul Nelson broke up a
fourth down pass with a fine
tackle.
Bill Estey then piloted the
Wildcats 52 yards in nine plays,
the longest a 13 yard pass to
Sonny Wilson, before a fumbled
pitch-out attempt on the Rhode
Island 11 brought the drive to a
halt. The was the last drive
of the half for UNH.
Rhode Island got one first down
then were forced to punt. The
ball bounced off a UNH blocker
on the 42 and the Rams re
covered,
The Cats stiffened
and held the Rams again but
couldn’t get a first down and had
to return the ball.
Rhode Island moved to the UNH
13 but a fumble ended the threat
there. The ball exchanged hands
as neither side was able to move.
A fine punt by Rhode Island
put the ball on the UNH 1 and
four plays later the Rams got
the ball again as the Cats were

unable to get a first down. A
16 yard run by John Thompson
three plays later gave the Rams
6 points, Steve Callis, the soc
cer style kicker for the Rams,
added the extra point which was
to be enough for the victory.
Neither team was able to set
up a drive before the half ended.
Early in the second half, the
Wildcats fumbled on their own
36,
The Rams moved all the
way to the 4 but had to settle
for a field goal as the Cat’ s
defense stiffened. That was all
the scoring for the quarter as
a second drive by the Rams
was halted because of a fumble.
The Wildcats were unable to
mount any serious offensive
threat.
Early in the fourth quarter the
Wildcats had to punt from deep
in their own territory and the
Rams returned the punt to the
27, Two plays later Fran
Gieselman snared a short pass
from Fay and scored untouched,
Callis again added the extra point.
Estey took the Ram kick off
on his own 11 and, with the help
of some fine blocking, scamper
ed 89 yards, untouched, for the
only UNH score o f the afternoon,
A two point conversion attempt
was no good as the Rams downed
Estey in the backfield.
There was no return on the
kick off and the Rams were
forced to punt. UNH moved from
their own 24 to the Ram 18 in
eleven plays but Rhode Island
intercepted a deflected pass by
Estey to end the Wildcat hopes.
They got the ball back ^with 6
seconds remaining but were only
able to make one play, an in
complete pass.
The scoring;
UNH . . . 0 0 0 6 - 6
URI . . . 0 7 3 7 - 17
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Dunklee First, Eleviates Book Loss
Cats
Outrun Rl Students Don't Mind Bookcheck;
A rain soaked track proved
to be no obstacle to the UNH
cross-country team last Satur
day as they picked up their first
win of the season, defeating Rhode
Island, 20-37, at Lewis Field.
The Frosh lost their opener to
URI 34-24.
Ev Dunklee turned in a_ time
of 22:02.8 for his second win
in as many tries. He was fol
lowed by Estabrook and Vanier
as Coach Sweet’ s runners took
the first three places.
The steady soaking rain was a
curse to the runners as a few
slipped and fell in the mud.
The UNH freshman dropped
a meet to the Rhode Island frosh
but Tom Smart and Larry Mar
tin scored seconds and thirds
respectively.
Two meets are slated for next
Saturday, The varisty are sla
ted to meet the University of
Maine at Orono,
The frosh
will meet Andover Academy at
Andover,
Varsity:
Dunklee (UNH) 22:03.8, Esta
brook (UNH) 22:24, Vanier (UNH)
22:25, McGinnis (URI) 22:29,Patenaude (URI) 22:30, Springate
(UNH) 22:36, Cook (URI) 23:20,
M orrill (UNH) 23:21, Wear (UNH)
23:22, Aaronson (URI) 23:36,
Frosh:
Daricek (URI) 14:32.5, Smart
(UNH) 15:05, Martin (UNH) 15:05,
Brown (URI) 15:10, Benesch(URI)
15:11, Kirk (URI) 15:12, Rosencranz (UNH) 15:13, Kelley (URI)
15:32, Allen (URI) 15:35, Tymenouth (UNH) 15:40.

Magnetic System in Future Plans

By Karen Clauss
Book check at the library is
destined to become worse instead
of better.
The present system was insti
tuted during the first week of
summer
session
to try to
alleviate the huge losses the L i
brary has been suffering. Last
year, the loss was estimated at
$25,000 which was an increase
of $5,000 over the previous year.
The
book checkers inter
viewed, Roger Goodnough and
Dave Boughton, said that most
students are very cooperative and
neither of them has caught any
one, However, Goodnough said
that a few students did balk.
Student opinions indicate that
the book check is a necessary
evil, Glenna MacVane, a fresh
man, said that she didn’ t mind
the check, Janet Smith, asohpomore, things “ it is time consum
ing and slightly ridiculous” . An
other student, Robert Gilbert,
thinks that there should have
been such a system since the
library was opened. Ronnie Knee
said, “ It doesn’ t take a lot of
time and it’ s necessary” .
Within the
next eighteen
months, the new addition to the
library will be underway.

The addition will have two
exits; thus making checking more
difficult.
To cope with this
problem, Donald Vincent, head
librarian, hopes to have a new
system installed which is called
“ Sentronic” .
The new method involves at
taching a magnetic device to
each book which would be de
sensitized as the book is checked
out.
If a person does not check a
book, he will be stopped by a
specially constructed turnstile.
The turnstile will set off a buzzer
and will lock,
Vincent favors this system be
cause
it
would be
more
impersonal and would remove
some of the unpleasantness that
is connected with checking a
person’ s personal belongings,
Boughton, one of the book
checkers, thinks the turnstiles
would be an improvement be
cause at rush time the book
checkers get to check only about
half of the people.____________

Meet Your Friends
at

La Cantina
N-O-W THRU TUESDAY
Baseo on the life or Michelangelo

(WDN

Wmieil aboat tie Draft?

IS

1001 Ways to
Beal me orali

N-O-W THRU TUESDAY

MISS HONEY ANDMISS GALORE
HAVE JAMES BOND BACK FOR MORE!
Weekdays
Dr. at 7:00
Gold at 9:00
Sat and Sun:
Dr. at 1:15 & 7:00
Gold at 3:00 & 9:00

Don’t be confused by
C h a u c e r-g e t C liff’s
Notes. In language
that’s easy to under
stand, C liff’s Notes ex
p e rtly e x p la in and
summarize The Can
terbury Tales. C liff’s
Notes w ill improve
your understanding—
and your grades. But
don’t stop with Chau
cer. There are more
than 125 C liff’s Notes
covering all the fre
quently assigned plays
and novels. Look for
them in the bold black
and y e llo w -s trip e d
covers.

E X C L U S IV E L Y
for

TH E ‘‘CARIN G P E O P LE ’’

plus 2 5 ( for postage
and handling.
Send check, money
order, cash or
postage stamps.

“GORDON F R A Z E R ”
The most beautiful cards in the world

THE DURHAM HOUSE
DURHAM’ S GIFT CENTER

REX

HESTON HARRISON

3 copies for
we pay postage.
OLIVER LAYTON PRESS

Dept.i65

Box 150, Cooper Sta., New York, N.Y. 10003

at your bookseller

A T T E N T IO N V E T E R A N S

or write for

I free title list

IF Y O U NFED a s s i s t a n c e IN CONVERTING
YOUR GOVERNMENT INSURANCE OR H AV E
A N Y QUESTIONS A B O U T IT, PLEASE SEND
YO U R NAM E A N D ADDRESS T O :
LENNY DOBENS
N E W YO R K LIFE INSURANCE COM PANY
C /O GENERAL DELIVERY
DURHAM , N E W HAMPSHIRE

CLIFF'S NOTES, INC.
Bethany Station Lincoln, Nebr. 6850S
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Fewer Mistakes Are Bear essentials

OC Pres. Wins Kayak Race
By Bill and Mary Ellen Moore
The eleven gate slalom race
Jack Pare, a junior, and a
member of a three-man team was sponsored by the Ledyard
sponsored by the UNH Outing Canoe Club with the $2,00
Club, won first place in the entrance fee going to support
novice class at the white water the U. S. White Water Olympic
kayak competition held this past Team efforts in Europe.
The gates, sim ilar to those in
Saturday at White River, West
skiing slalom and 36 inches wide,
Hartford, Vt,
stretched down the river for 200
Other members of the team
were Dick Roberts and Dennis yards.
There were four upstream
McAllister,
White water is swift angry gates where the contestant had to
water that roars down a river get downstream, then swing
or brook with spray and foam around and fight the current to
over every rock, and kayaks make it through. Another pro
are boats shaped like their blem was the reverse gate where
name - - the same at both ends. the kayak had to be maneuvered
through backwards. Points were
In the middle of the kayak is lost for any contact with the
a cockpit in which the individual gates.
sits with a spray skirt securely
In his first attempt at racing
tied around his waist, this keeps in a kayak. Pare used his double
the boat free of water at all bladed paddle to propel himself
times, even when it is tipped ahead of the other 15 contest
over. They are swift little crafts, ants and win with a time of
measuring about 13.5 feet in 125 seconds and no penalties.
length and 23 inches wide. They The fastest time of the day was
were built by the boys themselves 90 seconds, recorded by an ex
last semester during finals. For pert in the advanced race.
an initial investment of $45 and
Jack Pare, president of the
15 hours work, each now has a NHOC Canoe Club, said that the
kayak worth about $200,
club would be willing to help

What does a coaching staff do
when their team has opened the
season with two losses?
“ We go to work on correcting
our mistakes,” answered Coach
Joe Yukica when outlining his
preparation this week for the
Homecoming Game with the Uni
versity of Maine Bears. “ Our
aim each week is to make fewer
mistakes than the week before.”
“ We have a young team here
at UNH, and mistakes are to be
expected when there is so much
to be learned by college football
players.” Coach Yukica ment
ioned that the number of mis
takes made in the Colby game
alone, such as fumbles, missed
blocking assignments and lapses
in pass defense, were enough to
lose four games.
Yukica was, however, heart-1
ened by the showing his Wild
cats made against Rhode Island
Saturday.
The youthful coach
was quick to add that, “ although
the boys were outscored they
were not outfought.”
He be
lieves that the aggressiveness
of this year’ s team reflects their
fine attitude toward football.
“ The boys are serious during
practice because they realize
pach drill has its particular pur
pose. The spirit is very good,
and if we can successfully eli
minate most of our mistakes,
we at least should be in every
ball game we play this year.”
Yukica pointed out that the

played consistent football al
though losing two games to strong
Massachusetts and Boston Uni
versity teams.
In their last
outing, however, the Bears emer
ged victorious over Bucknell, and
the UNH Wildcats will have to be
in top form if they expect to
defeat Maine.

anyone who would like to build
a kayak of their own and is
interested in sponsoring other
kayak teams.

Keep your cool. You’re face to face with two tough hold-up
artists. W hat do you do.^ W hat Bogey always did—size ’em
up, then make your move. Take the
padded tweed belt
with its cowhide trimming at $3.50 or the Big Guy—IM "
surcingle Mod Belt with saddle-stitched trim at $5.00. Be on
the lookout for another big d e a l- a 26" x 39" poster of Bogey!
Just send in the Fife & Drum Paris tag to Paris Belts, P.O.
Box 5269; Chicago, Illinois 60680 with half a buck.

Fife 6 Drum

coaching staff has a relatively
small amount of time to cor
rect mistakes during each week,
and, therefore, he divided the
teams into platoons. “ Not only
does this system allow us to
send in a comparatively fresh
team everytime the ball is ex
changed,” he said, “ but also,
it allows the coaches to dwell
mainly on offense or just on de
fense when instructing each play
er during the week.”
Just how successful the Wild
cats have been at minimizing
their mistakes will be seen Sa
turday when UNH entertains
Maine. Led by Little All-Am
erican John Huard, Maine’ s de
fensive unit was described by
Yukica as “ very good.”
The Bears, bolstered by the
return of 25 letter men, have

In tram ural Scores
Hunter 17 Stoke Spread Eagles
East 1
Englehardt Angles
Englehardt Hawks 1
Gibbs Huskers
Stoke Trojans 8
Alexander
Gibbs Tide 6
Stoke Playboys
West 19
Stoke 69ers
Stoke Sevens 14
Stoke Fifths
Head Hunters 8
Sawyer Savages
Kappa Sigma 1 Phi Mu Delta
AGR 18
Lambda Chi Alpha 12
TKE 8
ATO 2
Theta Chi 12
Acacia 0
Phi Kappa Theta 6
Pi Kappa Alpha 4
Phi Mu Delta 8
AGR 0
Kappa Sigma 11
Lambda Chi Alpha 8

Prom daytime through teatime, fo r Svmdaygo-to-meeting, for weekend fraternity parties
— these niceties: Fair Isle cardigan sweater
$20. Its faithful companions: Shetland panel A
skirt $15, matching headband $2, under-theknee socks $2, and bermuda-collar shirt $8.
Herringbone skimmer in solid colors $26.
Poised boy suit in Shetland solid colors and
plaids $40. Classic allies, the little Dome hat
$9 and mini-bag $15.

P.O. B o x 5 2 6 9 , C h ic a g o , Illin o is 6 0 6 8 0

4 8 7 CEN TRAL AVENUE

DOVER, N. H. 0 3 8 2 0

BRAD MeINTIRE
Dufliam, New Hampshire
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Battle Of The Pants Rages
In Dining Halls
By Lister Kallus
Students and .dining hall hosts
at Stillings Hall have been fight
ing a battle of principle.
Students have been missing
meals at the dining halls in a
conflict with dinirig hall officials
over the interpretation of din
ing hall dress rules.
Last May, the Dining Hall Com
mittee of the Student Senate is
sued the following revision:
“ Students are expected to come
to the dining room in neat, clean
attire. Bare feet, shower thongs,
and sweatshirts are not permit
ted at any time. Jerseys, dun
garees, shorts or slacks may not
be worn at dinner meals.
Dressier clothes sho dd be
worn for Sunday dinner, Jacket
and tie for men, and heels and
hose for girls. Regular lunch
eon attire is acceptable for even
ing meals on Saturday and Sun
day.'^
John Peacock, head host at
Stillings Hall said, “ At the be
ginning of this year, many men
tried to wear scrubbed jeans
to dinner meals and were turned
away.
“ Finally,” he added, “ we just
had to draw the line somewhere

so we defined dungarees as a
cut, not color or fabric.
“ There was a sign up all day
Monday warning men they would
be turned away Tuesday if they
wore any kind of dungarees,”
he continued,
Tuesday, hosts stood outside
the door at Stillings warning
some men and sending others
back to their dorms to change.
They did not allow white, green,
scrubbed, or
corduroy
dun
garees.
Almost all the students’ reac
tions were adverse. One fresh
man sent home to change com 
plained, “ A kid can come with
long hair and a two-day beard.
These white levis are clean.
Aren’t they better?”
Mike Barker, a freshman, ask
ed, “ If they want us to wear
decent clothes, why don’ t they
feed us decent food?”
Wednesday morning a student
complained to Richard Stevens,
Associate Dean of Students, who
then met with M rs. P riscilla
Caudill, manager of Stillings
Hall. She summarized the meet
ing stating, “ We came to a mutual
agreement and gave the problem
to the Dining Hall Committee.”
Until the committee makes a
decision, men will be allowed to
wear any pants that are accep
table under the rules from last
year, anything but blue jeans

the new Hampshire
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A rty Facts

Telephones

Stabbings And
Snide Comments
Three people are stabbed si
multaneously and the audience
laughs,
A handsome Duke and
beautiful lady are locked in an
adulterous embrace and the girl’ s
brother makes snide comments to
the audience.
That is the tone of John Web
ster’ s tragic-com edy,
“ The
White Devil,” which opened the
Allied Arts
Season at the
Johnson Theater Monday night.
The production offered a rare
opportunity to see how a con
temporary of Shakespeare used
the Elizabethan dramatic conven
tions.
Cornelia’ s mad scene resem-.
bles Orphelia’ s. mad scene in
the bard’ s “ Hamlet.” The fam
ily fueds remind one of “ Romeo
and Juliet,” Webster gives each
of his characters a chance at
a soliloquy. None prove as me
morable as Shakespeare’ s.
In fact, this production of Web
ster’ s play serves as a foil to
Shakespeare. Webster is not a
bad playwright, he was just un
fortunate enough to write at the
same time as a dramatic giant.
The Allied Arts Series contin
ues October 12 when Tony Montanaro, a pantomimist, performs
in the Johnson Theater at 8 p.m.
Montanaro is a student o f the
famous French mime Marcel
Marceau,

Contrary to the headlines that
appeared in last week’ s paper,
the University Theater will not
present “ Five Major One-Act
(Continued From Page 5)
Plays.” The schedule includes
three-act and five-act plays, but
Maine,
Their performance Saturday no one-acts.
evening will be their debut on
Season tickets are still avail
campus,
Stapleford and Spen
cer have performed here pre able at the Johnson Theater box
It is open from 1:30
viously as members of the Port office.
p.m ,-4 p.m. every weekday. Sin
City Triality,
Also acheduled to perform at gle admission is $2.
the coffee house in the near future
“ Mary, Mary” continues at
are the Rob Hope Quintet, Roger Theater by the Sea until October
Gagne of the “ Kin Three,” Josh 16. The theater is on Ceres
Schurman, and George Strauss. Street in Portsmouth, For tic
In Loco Parentis is open from kets call 431-6660, (See review
9 p.m. to midnight, Sunday on page 4).
through Thursday, and from 9
p,m. to 1 a.m, Friday and
Saturday.

Parentis

(Continued from Page 9)
two operators work on the switch
board between 9 a.m. and 11 p.m.
There are four full-time and
twelve part-time operators.
“ The next step we take in put
ting in a new system will be a
big one because we must plan
for, say, 20 years,” Hutton said.
Typical of the new type of
systems being considered is the
centreX system. Each extension
would have a 4-digit number.
Off-campus calls could be made
directly to the extensions.
Such a system could have 6000
lines or ten times the capacity
of the present system.
The latest innovation in UNH
phone service is the student wire,
which is available to the girls
in Devine Halj, There are con
duits, or outlets, for a telephone
in each room. A resident may
order a phone for her room from
the Dover Telephone Company,
She is then responsible for the
monthly bill and the installation
charge.
“ This is a personal service
like in your own home,” said
Francis Gordon, head of the
housing Office, “ The University
has nothing to do with it other
than to provide the conduits and
the space.”
Gordon said that provisions*
for the student wires would be
put into all future residence halls.
Conduits could be put into the
older dorms too,
Gordon estimated that such an
undertaking would necessitate a
$100 increase in all room rents.
He said that students should dis
cuss this very carefully, because
“ once you’ re committed, you
have to meet your bills.”
Discussion about student wires
is more than hypothetical at Devine Hall, where the girls must
decide whether they want their
own phones.
Kathy Maynard
said, “ There are definite dis
advantages when someone doesn’ t
know your number.” Sophomore
Edith Bogaty added, “ With the
extension phones, if someone
calls and you’ re not in, at least
there’ ll be someone to take the
message.”

There will be a banquet for
Freshman Camp Counselors Oct.
13 at Flagstones Restaurant in
Newington.
Counselors are asked to meet
at the T-Hall parking lot at 5:30
p.m. with as many automobiles
as possible.
A cocktail hour at 6 p.m. will
precede a dinner at 7 p.m.

Open Oct. 12th

•

GRINDERS

•

PE PP E R ST E A K S

•

ASSORTED P IZZA S

SPECIAL SALE

Comer Maplewood & Central Sts.
Portsmouth,. N. H.

FOR MEN ONLY

Famous Brand
W E L L IN G T O N S
Suede or Leather
Lined or Unlined
•• if.:-* ;?

Sport Coupe
Maroon w i t h
Black
vinyl interior, V -8, A u
tomatic, Power Steer
ing, W hite W alls, Radio
etc.

1 - B EL AIR
6 Pass. Station W agon
V -8, Automatic, Power
Steering, Radio, Vinyl
Aqua Interior

1 - CHEVELLE
Malibu Station W agon
Big 6-cyI., 6 passenger.
Auto. Transmission), Ra
dio, Maroon with Black
Vinyl Interior

1 - C H E V E LL E
Sport Coupe 327 V -8
Auto., Power Steering,
Yellow with Black vinyl
Interior

1 - B IS C A Y N E
4-Door Sedan, 6 Cyl.
Automatic, Beige with
Fawn Interior

JUST TH R E E
C O M P A N Y CARS

A C H E V E LL E V8

A C H E V Y II

GREAT BAY
Motor Co. Inc.
Rte. 103,
Newmarket, N. H.
Phone 659-3215

Red’s Famous Shoe Barn
.35 Hroadwav

1 - IM PALA

Nova, 4 Door 6 Cyl.
Automatic, Dark Aqua
with clear vinyl seat
covers.

S9.99 to S 12.99
Mon thru Sat.

2 - IMPALA
4-door Sport Sedans
V -8, Automatic, Power
Steering, Radio, Tinted
Windshield, W h . W alls
etc. One Silver Grey &
One White

A CORVAIR

Reg. $16.95 to $21.95

Open 10 to 10

CHEVROLETS

Monza 4 Door, Auto.
Blue with Blue Vinyl
Interior

from 7 A.M . to 10 P.M.

Cushioned
Innersole
With
Arch Support

BRAND N E W 1966

Automatic, Sport Sedan
with Black Vinyl Inter
ior

for a meal or a snack

SWEATERVILLE U. S. A.

(4 miles south
on route 108
for a real deal on these

about 5000 miles

COLLEGE CORNER

Counselor’s Banquet

COME ON D O W N

Dover, N. H.

Your Local
Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer

SUPPLEMENT TO THE N EW HAMPSHIRE
This draft is being circulated
at this time to permit the great
est possible discussion by all
members of the university com
munity of current educational po
licy issues.
The committee's
conclusions and recommenda
tions included in this draft are
tentative.
Its formal report,
with final conclusions and re
commendations, will be issued
about February 1st, 1967,

ening rather than narrowing the than any other.
scope of our efforts, (A brief
THE PLAN OF THE REPORT
description of the committee's
Our report is divided into sev
operations and procedures is in
eral separate sections, each of
cluded as Appendix I,) 1
which considers one of the sev
Reviewed Results
After discussion with P re eral central areas o f educational
sident McConnell and a prelim policy. The reader should re
inary assessment of the scope of cognize that any such catego
our task, we agreed to be pri rization is inevitably somewhat
marily concerned with undergra arbitrary. Students, faculty, or
duates on the Durham campus. ganization, curriculum and en
We have considered graduate and vironment are inextricably bound
CHAPTER ONE
extension teaching, research and together in the educational pro
INTRODUCTION
other non-teaching activities only cess. These are further linked
The current condition df the
two fundamental
to the extent that they seem to together by
University of New Hampshire
have affected or be likely to problems, described in the next
we would describe as a roughly
paragraphs, which we believe to
equal mixture of great expecta affect under-graduate instruction
and other activities. We do not be at the root of most of the
tions and chronic crisis. That
this
is a condition which we suggest that problems do not University’ s difficulties. There
exist in these other areas. We fore, analyses and recommenda
apparently share with virtually
tions made under one heading
all of our sister institutions may do believe, however, that the
could often, with considerable
undergraduate
is
that
part
of
give comfort, but does not re
justification, be made under alieve us from the necessity of the university community most
nother,
Siniilarly, no section
facing up to its implications. demanding of attention at the
stands entirely on its own, for
We must attempt to meet the moment.
During the course of our work, each will be affected by recom 
effects of the steady growth in
mendations made in the other
the University’ s size and in the we reviewed the results of a
sections.
range of its functions, and si number of similar studies re
An assignment such as ours
multaneously question the rele cently made at other universi
logically begins with an identi
ties, 2
vance of many of the processes
In general, we have found fication of problem s, continues
and much of the substance of
through a canvass of possible
our educational efforts to the these to include most per
solutions to the identified pro
realities of the 1960’ s, In re ceptive analyses of the situation
blems and concludes with the
cent years, the University has at the particular university, and selection of specific solutions
achieved much and has changed there is remarkable similarity
for
implementation. We ap
greatly, yet demands for further among the situations at all uni
proached our task in exactly
achievement
and ever-m ore versities.
The recommendations, how this way, but it is important
sweeping change continue and
for the reader to know that we
grow more strident. One does ever, did not seem to have the
eventually found that we were
same
assurance
and
incisiveness
not have to accept the validity
dealing with an evolving defini
of these demands to recognize as did the analyses. While some
tion o f the problem s. With the
their existence and the need to of this is, no doubt, the result
o f inevitable and probably nec help of a great many members
face them.
essary compromise with the o f the faculty, student body and
Comprehensive Study
power structures of the particu administration who wrote to us
It was presumably in response lar institutions, we believe that or talked with us, we made an
to this growing questioning and it also results from the fluid initial and extensive inventory of
imcertainty that President Mc ity of the situation in which problems. As we began to think
Connell, the Deans and the Fa higher education finds itself. in terms o f possible solutions
culty Council established'this The changes to which we referred to these problems, we found that
committee
and charged it to in our opening paragraph are on they had to be restated in ever
“ make a comprehensive study of going changes, and no one can more fundamental term s—that a
the educational policies o f the say with very much certainty clear pattern was emerging. It
University of New Hampshire and what course they are likely to would be only a modest over
(to make) the proposals for follow in the next few years. simplification to state that this
strengthening and improvement Consequently, we have concluded University faces just two prob
of those educational policies’ -. that most o f our recommenda lem s, and we do believe that
This charge can be interpreted tions have a time horizon of not most of its specific difficulties
very broadly and the committee much more than five years. In stem from one or both of two
chose to interpret it in that deed, many of what we feel to be basic conditions.
way. We concluded that sound our most important recommen
Multiuniversity
and meaningful higher education dations are more concerned with
The first of these conditions
requires well-prepared students •creating a climate and structure is that the University of New
and competent, dedicated tea within the University which will Hampshire has rather rapidly ac
cher-scholars meeting in a suit- ! make it more responsive to con quired many o f the characteris
ably organized,
well-equipped |tinuing change in educational re tics of a multiversity. It has
and intellectually stimulating en- I quirements and conditions than become a very complex institu
vironment. We have, therefore, |has been the case in the past. tion with seemingly little recog
included in our purview for ex We believe that the contempo nition o f that fact.
As a re
amination and recommendation I rary environment of higher edu sult, there is often division where
matters relating to students, fa- |cation demands flexibility and the educational necessity is unity
culty, organization, curriculum! adaptability in its institutions, and a sort of chaos where eand environment. We have tried |and while we are confident that ffectively meeting our educa
not to become involved in those our recommendations are rele tional responsibilities requires
aspects of the University which vant to today’ s situation, we ex order.
do not have a direct bearing on pect them to become outdated.
In large measure, resolution of
educational policy, but we freely Educational policy formulations |this condition requires a reor
admit that if we have erred, should be constantly subject to ientation and restructuring of the
it has been on the side of broad review and change—ours no less administrative
and organiza
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tional structure of the University the principal objective of and for
and is, therefore only peripher the faculty should be the main
ally involved in an investigation tenance of good teaching and the
of educational policy. However, improvement of teaching where
we have become convinced that that is called for. Good teaching
the continuing development of obviously result from hiring
educational policies and the ef arid keeping good teachers and
fective implementation of those providing them with time and
policies is severely hampered if environment in which to teach.
the increasing complexity of tjje Good teaching should be adequa
institution is not mastered. Be tely rewarded (and poor teaching
cause of this conviction, many punished) and toward this end a
o f our recommendations are con system for evaluating teaching is
cerned with administrative and obviously required.
organizational matters.
Small Classes
The second major condition
We have also concluded that
characterizing the University at the small class (ten or less)
present is the large number of is such a unique and rewarding
what we have defined as, “ the experience that it should be made
searching student” . Many stu available to each student at least
dents’ careers at the University once during each year of his
are marked by periods
of academic career. Beyond this,
searching--partly for knowledge we ask for much greater flexi
and understanding of subjects, bility in assigning teaching res
and partly for understanding of ponsibilities, and greater support
self and of self in relation to by the University for leave and
others.
During these periods, conferences which would lead to
the University is not, for these improved teaching.
students, a rung in the career
Chapter Four includes our
ladder. Unfortunately, these stu many recommendations concern
dents are faced with a university ing curricula.
In general, we
whose organization, faculty and have accepted the basic philoso
curricula are largely oriented in phy that an undergraduate edu
the direction of specialization. cation should include some ex
In neither the organizational posure to the breadth of human
sense nor in term s of its basic knowledge and to the various ways
orientation is the University pre of acquiring and using knowledge
sently in a position to provide and some exposure in depth to a
these searching students with a particular field.
Within this
truly meaningful introduction to philosophy we conclude that the
the educated life.
General Education requirements
Virtually all of our recommen should be significantly broadened
dations are in one way or ano and liberalized.
As a part of
ther related to one or both of this broadening and liberalizing,
these problem s.
Indeed this we believe that the course rather
report could quite appropriately than the credit-hour should be the
have been titled “ The Searching basic unit of instruction in the
Student in the Multiversity” .
University and that the number
Searching Student
of courses to be taken at any
Chapter Two is- concerned with one time should be much more
the student in the University, limited than at present. To the
Much of the chapter is concerned same end, we ask for much more
with the searching student, brief development of courses in all
ly described above. We find him subjects for the non-specialist.
faced with a university whose
Administration
principal orientation is toward
specialization and which has per
Chapter Five is concerned with
mitted the development of an administrative
and organiza
unnecessary gulf between “ aca tional support for the formulation
demics’ ’ — c l a s s e s , libraries, and carrying out of educational
studying--and the physical, emo policy.
Broadly speaking, we
tional, social and practical as conclude that the administrative
pects of living.
We conclude forces of the University are not
that elimination o f this gulf re sufficient to deal with its everquires a variety of approaches, increasing complexity and that
centered in the General Educa the confused and uncertain loci
tion program, in the residences of authority and responsibility
and in the advising program. In within the administrative struc
addition, because the quality of ture make it difficult for the
education here is in part a func institution-- s t u d e n t s , faculty,
tion of the preparation of stu administration—to get on with
dents, we conclude that the Uni the job of adapting and develop
versity has a responsibility to ing its educational activities to
provide much more leadership ever-changing requirements.
than it has in the development
Chapter Six very briefly con
of first-class secondary edu siders certain other university
cation in the state.
activities which in one way or
In Chapter Three we discuss another have some effect upon
the faculty and teaching, and undergraduate education.
We
suggest that at the present time |conclude that the primary res-
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ponsibility of this university is
undergraduate education and that
while this does not preclude other
activities, each of these should
be vigorously evaluated in terms
of their effects on undergraduate
education.
It is probably in the nature of
a report such as this to be cri
tical in tone. Our assignment
called for us to make “ proposals
for strengthening and improve
ment” and, of course, directed
our attention to things which we
believe need “ strenghtening and
improvement' and away from
those things which do not. We
suggest that a critical tone is
not a recriminating tone. Be
cause a university is in large
measure a self-governing insti
tution without a “ product’ ' or
“ service” which must regularly
meet the test of the market
place, it has to rely on conti
nuing self-criticism as the means
o f insuring that it continues to
meet its obligations. The fact
that the University can criticize
itself is, we believe, a source
of encouragement to all who are
concerned with its future.

can only come from institutional
arrangements and attitudes which
are based on an understanding of
the fact that a great many of
our students spend some—per
haps much—of their university
careers searching for an aca
demic interest.
In the second place, a great
many of our students enter the
University without having had
very much exposure to the social
and cultural manifestations of
the educated life. Most incoming
students have accepted, as has
society generally, the pernicious
idea that education consists
wholly in what goes on in class
rooms, libraries and study hours.
It is here at the University that
many students get their first
awareness that the physical,
emotional, social and practical
aspects of living are inextricably
woven together
with “ aca
demics” in the life of an edu
cated person. This first aware
ness means an additional search
ing for these students— a search
ing for the ultimate nature of
this essential unity. This search
is not noticeably helped by ins
titutional arrangements and atti
tudes which often do little to com
bat the narrow view of education,
little to support the oneness of
all aspects of the educated life.
Finally, there is the fact that
contemporary students are more
critical of society generally than
were their predecessors.
It
seems likely that student protests
and demonstrations and student
demands
for greater parti
cipation in the design and con
duct of their educational pro
grams are organized or created
by a relatively small number of
students. Many—perhaps most—
are probably no less concerned
than were their predecessors
with economic security, with ar
tifacts rather than ideas, with the
comfort of illusory certainly ra
ther than the pain of doubt. How
ever, the “ activists’ * are among
us and we welcome them. Though
they may be a minority, their
criticism s and their questioning
are taken up by many others.
Their search for identity and for
commitment becom es the search
of many and the needs which it
creates must be recognized.

CHAPTER TWO
THE STUDENT AND THE
UNIVERSITY
We are no more able than any
other group of m iddle-aged or
near middle-aged men to “ ex
plain' the contemporary genera
tion of students.
Indeed, in
spite oflhe sizeable library which
has been written on the subject
in recent years, we doubt that
this generation can be any more
readily categorized than could
our own. We do believe, however,
that there are certain character
istics which are shared by a sig
nificantly large number of our
students, characteristics which
have important implications for
the development and carrying out
of educational policy in the
University,
In the first place, it seems
clear that relatively few of our
stuv^ents enter the University with
any very firm idea of what spe
cific fiejd or courses they wish
to study. Furthermore, at least
some of those who enter with
a clear interest lose it—quickly
or gradually, A great many of
Searching
the engineers and business ad
The foregoing characteristics
ministration students, probably are not intended to describe all
most of the science students and students during some of their
those entering some of the other university career or even some
vocational/professional
p r o - students throughout their uni
grams have a more or less versity career.
definite commitment-- primarily
It does seem to support
because study in these fields is
the conclusion, however,
that
more directly related to a career.
there is a large number of stu
No doubt some entering students
dents whose university career is
have a strong commitment to
marked by some periods of
one or another of the humani
searching— sometimes an o r 
ties or the social sciences. The dered
search,
more
often
salient fact is that these all
c h a o t i c — rather than s i m p l y
represent a relatively small pro
being part of the climb up the
portion of the incoming students.
career ladder.
The search is
Each of the large number of
partly for knowledge and under
students who enters the Univer
standing of subjects, but it is
sity without a commitment to a at least as much a search for
specific discipline is faced with
understanding o f self and of self
a wide and ever-broadening
in relation to others.
It is
choice of courses and fields—
with the student as an indivi
many of which he has probablj'
dual who is thus searching that
never even heard of. As an en we are concerned, for when one
tering freshman, he is presently j views the student in this way
“ taken care of” by being re-1
against the principal thrust of the
gistered rather perfunctorily inj University, one concludes that
a largely canned program. Itj
much more could be done to aid
is assumed that he will eventually i the student in his search.
get the necessary commitment!
by some sort of osm osis. It| The central thrust of this uni
is not assumed, officially at any} versity — like that of all Ameri
rate, that he will never get it, can universities — is toward the
even though this is not infre disciplines, basic or applied.
quently the case. What he needs, Most faculty members have their
of course, is to be brought face basic or only commitment to
to face with the necessity for their specialty. The basic in
designing a reasonable and in structional, research and admin
telligent program suited to his istrative unit is the department,
own needs. To do this, he needs ■and the department is clearly
opportunity and guidance which itied to the discipline — to spec
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ialization, The growth of grad
uate level instruction reinforces
the influence of the disciplineoriented departments, since it is
almost exclusively concerned
with specialization. The organi
zation
of departments
into
colleges at the undergraduate
level does little to diminish the
central influence of the depart
ments of disciplines in deter
mination of educational policy.
Indeed, given the realpolitik of
college governance, the struc
ture probably reenforces the in
fluence of specialized depart
ments, The allocation of funds
within the University is pri
marily related to the disciplines.
(Funds allocated to housing, din
ing and recreation are not tied
to the disciplines, but unfortun
ately it is not apparent that they
are tied to educational object
ives in any way.)
The Uncommitted
It is not our intention to sug
gest that specialization is bad.
Since each one of us is trained
in, is devoted to, and draws
strength and satisfaction from
our discipline, we could not con
template a university which did
not encourage identification with
an academic discipline.
The
structure of specialization with
in the University will clearly
be maintained and the commit
ment to the disciplines contin
ued, which is as it should be.
It is our intention to suggest
that the over-riding need of the
University of New Hampshire
is to formulate and carry out
educational policies designed to
support a truly meaningful edu
cational
experience
for the
“ searching student” - - to in
sure that the University gives
at least equal attention to the
needs of that large number of
students who, for one reason or
another, are not yet committed
to a specialization.
Virtually
all of our recommendations have
this objective in view.
Broadly speaking, we see two
basic problems.
The first is
the lack of any focus within
the university structure for eval
uation, planning, and imple
mentation of the education of
the student who is simultaneously
a student in the classroom , li
brary, and laboratory, and a stu
dent in his residence, dining
hall, on the street and in his
favorite hangout. Until he be
comes committed to a major,
he is in many ways left “ on
his own” in terms of both aca
demics and the rest of his edu
cational experience. Even after
he becomes committed to a major
(which may be an act of des
peration rather than of consi
dered response to a truly felt
need), he is still left on his own
in the sense of bring all aspects
of the university experience to
gether into a meaningful whole, 3
External Students
The second problem is the
all-too-com m on tendency to see
students as something external
to the University — as people
whose aims are in reality op
posed to the aims of the Uni
versity, This tendency is sym
bolized by the University acting
as a policeman enforcing a com
plex of unilaterally determined
academic and parietal rules, by
faculty members talking down to
students, by students quickly see
ing themselves as players in a
game of beat-the-system rather
than as an integral and respon
sible part of a self-governing
community concerned with edu
cation.
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for we have been unable to de
vise any pat solution to the pro
blem of the searching student.
Each of our specific proposals
fis tentative and experimental.
Perhaps this is as it should be.
The problem, like most of the
problems of higher education,
is a changing and evolving one,
and none can be sure that its
dimensions will not change mark
edly in coming years.
Under
these circumstances, a certain
amount of tentativeness about
solutions may be most desirable.
Broadly speaking, our recom 
mendations are intended to eli
minate the
lack
of
focus
referred to above. There are
three more or less distinct areas
in which
this
seems both
necessary and possible. 4

The first is to locate overall
responsibility for the mainten
ance of an experimentation with
the courses and programs of gen
eral, as opposed to specialized
education. The second involves
bringing the “ academics” to
gether as closely as possible
with the rest of the student’ s
life.
The third, which in a
sense ties the other two toge
ther, is to make the administra
tion and operation of the advis
ing process more effective so
that advising will be more closely
related to the students’ needs.
The obvious place to initiate
and coordinate these activities
is in the office of the V ice-P re
sident for Academic Affairs. At
present, that office is the only
organizational focus for univerisity-wide concern with educaitional policy.
In the following
I pages we will discuss three dis
tinct positions or roles: “ Dean
for General Education” , “ Chief
Advisor” , and “ Senior Master” .
We are not here concerned with
the organizational problem of
whether the Vice-President him
self carries on these three roles
or adds to his staff. The educa
tional necessity is that they be
recognized and carried on by
someone, (We are, in fact, cer
tain that each of these jobs should
soon become very nearly full
time and it seems obvious that
no one person could for long
carry them on while also carry
ing on the other functions as
sociated
with the vice-pre
sidency.)
DEAN FOR
GENERAL EDUCATION
The curricula of the Univer
sity are presently administered
by the several departments and
the colleges, though it seems that
the colleges largely reinforce
the influence of the departments.
For the specialized, major pro
grams, this is as it should be.
A “ Dean for General Education”
would be responsible for the
general education aspects of the
overall curriculum and provide a
focus for planning and experi
mentation with courses and pro
grams for students outside the
major. The present University
Requirements are really the con
cern of no one except for periodic
ad hoc committees such as ours.
The Senate has de jure respon
sibility, but it is primarily a
rule-enforcing body, not one
which experiments and innovates.
In a sense the function of the
“ Dean for General Education”
would be somewhat analogous to
that of the Dean of the Graduate
School, He would maintain a con
tinuing review of the undergra
duate general education activities
of the University, Working with
and through the departments, he
could facilitate the development
of new general education pro
At this point, we begin to tread grams, some of which might
the path followed by some of our cross departmental and college
colleagues at other universities. boundaries.
He would be able

to give support to those members
of the faculty who wish to develop
courses in their special fields
which are concerned with the
breadth and significance and
“ feel” of a subject rather than
with the discipline of responsible
research which is appropriately
characteristic of so many regular
departmental offerings.
During our work we received
several proposals from faculty
and others concerning integrated
general education curricula, core
courses, ad hoc or one-time
courses, free elective systems
and the like. In general, these
did not have — nor were they
intended to have - - general ap
plicability to the entire under
graduate student body and con
sequently we have not dealt with
them here.
Nevertheless, we
think that many of these proposals
have great merit and should be
tried out on a limited, experi
mental basis.
The “ Dean for
General Education” would pro
vide a locus for conducting and
evaluating such experiments and
would be a force for pushing
those which prove to have merit
into the curriculum.
We think that the “ Dean for
General Education” should be a
tenured faculty member with a
clear interest in the problems
and conduct of General Educa
tion, Because his task will be
so directly concerned with the
substance
and processes of
teaching and with students and
their responses to General Edu
cation, we believe that he should
continue to teach at least on a
limited basis. Becuase the “ Dean
for General Education” will be
basically concerned with innova
tion, experimentation and the
continuing development of Gen
eral Education programs, we be
lieve that this appointment should
initially be for a limited period.
The continuous flow of new ideas
and the enthusiasm which we think
necessary must come from a con
stantly renewed source.
THE UNITY OF STUDENT LIFE
It is characteristic of this
university (and probably of most
other American universities, es
pecially the state universities)
that the role of the student as
one who studies has been rather
rigorously separated from that of
the student as one who lives.
Among other ways, this dicho
tomy is evidenced by the dis
tinct posts of “ Academic” Deans
and Dean of Students. The former
are apparently to be concerned
with what the student does “ on
company time” while the latter
is concerned with what he does
“ after hours” . This dichotomy
is totally false and is disruptive
of what must be an essential
unity if it is to be of any signi
ficance, There must be a cen
ter of responsibility for the whole
student. There must be constant
concern with and attempts to do
something about the fact that
most students are unable to study
where they live and unable to
live where they study. Concern
over student desertion of the
campus except during the nineto-five “ work day” is wide
spread, but surely an overall res
ponsibility for all aspects of
student life would come up with
better solutions than “ No bars
in Durham!” or “ You may not
use your dormitory room during
vacations,” In short, there must
be a powerful position in the
University
structure,
which
would be concerned neither with
academic affairs nor student af
fairs but with young men and
women who are simultaneously
living and studying here.
One way to begin to restore
this essential unity is to bring
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the office of Dean of Students
into the office of the V ice-P re
sident for Academic Affairs,
Every aspect of what a student
does while here is an academic
affair and this institutional sym
bol of the false separation be
tween the library and the Mem
orial Union, between the new
hampshire and term papers
should be eliminated. By bring
ing the two offices together, plan
ning and administration of curri
culum and other activities could
be integrated,
A second way to attempt to
achieve some of this needed unity
is to associate faculty members
with a residence unit or units.
Our desire to provide focus for
the curriculum and all other
aspects of the education of stu
dents would be most effectively
met if it were built around resi
dence units. We recognize that
it is completely impractical to
duplicate the Harvard houses
(probably even for Harvard), but
it seems reasonable to think in
terms of a modest approach to
them. One step would be to in
corporate studies for faculty
members in the residence units
(not
necessarily
a single
building). We believe that the
channels of communication which
this would open up are potentially
tremendous. The master or fel
low, or whatever title might be
given to him, should, we think,
be a relatively senior member
of the faculty and should have
associated with him a number of
younger faculty members.
In
addition to being heavily involved
in the advising function, the mas
ter might givfr a course alone
or with the help of other faculty
members
which
would be
designed more or less specifi
cally for members of the house
and be general in its orienta
tion, Such courses, we believe,
should satisfy the. general edu
cation requirement discussed in a
later chapter. In essence, the
function of the House Master
would be to develop a meaning
ful intellectual life within the
residence unit. He should serve
as
an ever-present bridge
between “ academics’ ^ and the
social and the practical aspects
of living.
Senior Master
There should be one person
designated as “ Senior Master”
who might (in the beginning at
least) be the “ Dean for General
Education” . It would be his func
tion to coordinate the activities
of the several residence units.
Together, the group of Masters
might usefully function as a
“ General Education Board” with
whom the Vice-President for
Academic Affairs could consult
from time to time on matters
concerning general education.
It is perhaps unnecessary to
state that. House Masters should
be very carefully chosen with
their
academic qualifications
very much in mind. We are not
here proposing the appointment
of high-level housemothers, but
of faculty members who will
bring education in its broadest
sense into the residences and
be concerned with maintaining the
all-embracing character of the
educated life. The “ House Mas
ters” as representatives of the
entire faculty and administra
tion are intended to work with
the
students as responsible
learners in pursuit of their edu
cation,
As we stated earlier,
students are, and should be con
sidered as, responsible and inte
gral parts of the University,
Since parietal rules laid down by
the University ex cathedra, sym
bolize neither working with or
responsibility we recommend
that they be abolished.
The

“ House Masters” and the re si
dent students should develop to
gether those minimum rules
which are probably necessary to
maintain reasonable order and
quiet.
Need Financing
In developing the House Master
program, there is a need for
time and for money. The Sen
ior Master should be appointed
at once and given at least a
semester to plan his activities.
Among other things, there should
be adequate financing to permit
him to travel and investigate
similar approaches underway at
other universities. Masters of
individual residences should be
appointed before any new resi
dences are designed and before
necossary renovations are made
in existing residences. We be
lieve that this should be an evol
ving process with perhaps five
years elapsing before a fullscale operation is in effect.
Given the fact that a substan
tial proportion of our students
are commuting students, it is
clear that similar provisions
must be made for them. Insofar
as possible, they should have a
center or centers — both in
the physical and personal senses
— such as those we envisage
for the students in residence.
This calls for, we believe, the
construction (or adaptation) of
houses for non-resident students
which would duplicate the faci
lities in the residences, except
of course, for actual quarters.
We do believe, however, that
these should include sleeping fa
cilities for students who remain
on campus for some activity dur
ing the evening.
ADVISING
A properly functioning advising
system is an important element
in the development of a truly
meaningful
educational expe
rience,
A proper relationship
between student
and advisor
should help to bridge the gap
between the classroom and the
rest of the student’ s experiences.
Our general impression, derived
from discussions with students
and faculty, is that a more fruit
ful relationship generally exists
between the student and advisor
obtained after choice of a major.
At this point, of course, many
advisor-advisee
relationships
are based on a common interest
in a subject, and from this it
is often possible - for a fuller,
more meaningful relationship to
develop. The real problem, in
terms of advising as in other
areas, involves the searching
student. Neither the freshman
nor the upperclassman who does
not yet have a strong interest
in a particular subject has any
necessary
common
meeting
ground with a faculty advisor. A
principal task in the improvement
of the advising system is to find
this common meeting ground.
We recommend that the ad
vising function, at least as far
as the searching student is con
cerned, be coordinated and di-i
rected by a “ Chief Advisor”
(the Vice-President for Aca
demic Affairs or a delegate).
We further believe thatthe House
Masters and their assistants
should be the nucleus of a core
of advisors to work with the
“ Chief Advisor” .
Most discussions of advising
systems assume a necessary role
for the faculty member.
(We
exclude from our discussion of
advising the cases of personality
disorders requiring professional
treatment.) . This
assumption
suggests that the faculty member
has something unique to bring to
the student in this context, and
we believe that this unique cha
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racteristic is simply that the
faculty member is a teacher. The
advising system, we believe,
should provide an opportunity for
the advisor as a teacher to in
teract in a special way with the
advisee as a student.
The advising system brings the
faculty member and the student
into a one-to-one relationship on
a face-to-face basis.
This is
a relationship which implies con
tinuity and mutual respect and one
which provides a unique opportu
nity for the faculty member to
capitalize on his qualities as a
teacher.
The advising system
should be constructed in a way
which takes full advantage of this
opportunity.
Basically, the advising system
should have as its objective bet
ter understanding and awareness
by the student of himself, his
interests and his capabilities so
that he can make better decisions
concerning his education. Given
this objective, the advisor should
not be a caretaker, should not
have the responsibility of po
licing the student’ s observance of
academic
achievement rules,
should not sign course schedules,
should not sign drop and add
cards and should not get warn
ing notices. In short, the role
of the advisor is not adequately
described as assistance “ to stu
dents with program planning,
course selection, and related
problems.” 5
Advising System
Assistance of this kind should
“ fall out of” the advisor’ s rela
tionship with the advisee. Ba
sically, the advisor’ s function is
to involve himself in the growth
of the advisee Nas a whole person
within the context of the Univer
sity,
This role for advisors
will capitalize on the faculty
member’ s unique qualities as a
teacher.
It has frequently been argued
that not all faculty members
(who are presumably good tea
chers) are likely to be good ad
visors.
We suspect that this
is not a tenable view because
we have the impression that a
great many of those faculty mem
bers who are generally regarded
by students and faculty as good
teachers are also regarded by
students as good advisors. On
the other hand, it is clear that
devoting any significant amount
of time to this aspect of the
teaching process brings the fac
ulty member face-to-face with
the conflict between his deve
lopment as a specialist and his
development as a teacher of stu
dents in the more general sense.
We believe that, within obvious
limitations, the faculty member
should be able to make this
choice for himself. If the faculty
member sees advising as being
simply an extension of his func
tion as a teacher, we believe
that the advising system can be
a fruitful one for students and
for teachers.
All that is re
quired is a natural way of bring
ing the two together around some
common center of interest. (For
the student who has become com
mitted to a specialty, we believe
that that alone will provide a
common basis for bringing the
teacher and student together in
the advising relationship.) Un
less the kind of radical change
in the structural basis for ad
visor (teacher) - advisee (stu
dent) relationships which we have
recommended is developed, we
believe that the faculty should be
withdrawn from the advising
process. The faculty member’ s
involvement in the process can
not be justified when he attempts
to function as a counsellor or
as an interpretor of rules. The
only justification consistent with
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the nature of the University is
that he act as a teacher meet
ing his advisee as a student un
der special circumstances,
PREPARATION OF STUDENTS
It is obvious that the kind of
educational
experience which
students have at the University
is in part a function of the
quality of their preparation. It
is also true that students of high
est ability often serve as pace
makers and stimulators for the
student body generally.
For
both these reasons, the Univer
sity has an obvious and direct
interest in the preparation of its
incoming
students.
Further
more, this interest largely cen
ters around the students from the
state of New Hampshire, since
the bulk of our students are from
the state. The competition for
available places for out-of-state
students results in a fairly r i
gorous selection. Beyond this,
the basic responsibility of the
University is to the young men
and women of the state. Thus,
we believe it is in the direct
interest of the University to con
cern itself with secondary school
education in New Hampshire. The
University must assume an active
and leading role in the develop
ment of quality secondary edu
cation in New Hampshire, There
are two areas in which a role
for the University is clear.
During our consideration of
curricula, and especially in the
area of General Education, we be
came very much aware of the
increasing inter-relationship among each of the four years
from Grade Eleven through the
second university year. Recent
changes in academic programs
in some secondary schools, chan
ges at the University, and the
likelihood of changes at other
secondary schools has created
an imbalance in this four-year
period.
Probably even more
imbalance will occur as new
programs in mathematics, scien
ces, English and the social scien
ces are developed by national
bodies and implemented locally.
Indeed, our own recommenda
tions with respect to curriculum
(see Chapter Four) directly in
volve the secondary schools in
several ways.
In short, one
cannot escape the fact that the
inter-relationship of secondary
schools
and
universities is
increasing and will continue to
increase. And this interrelation
ship must be considered in all
educational planning in the Uni
versity.
Continuing Review
Specifically, we recommend
that a group be appointed by the
President of the University to
maintain a continuing review of
the problems of curricular bal
ance between the high schools
of the state and the University.
The group should be represent
ative of the various academic
areas and educational interest in
both the secondary schools and
the University, and representa
tive of the various educational
regions of the state. The group
should report on an annual basis.
Its observations and studies
should be intended to influence
developments in curricula at both
the University and secondary
schools.
The authority of the
group would come from the qual
ity of its membership and of its
work.
The second area of concern
involves a reexamination with
in the university itself of its
role in the educational system
of the state.
At the present
time, there are many persons,
departments and the like with
in the University playing an act
ive role in providing guidelines

and leadership for the schools
of the state.
It is our view
that these activities should be ex
panded and coordinated and be
come the concern of the highest
levels of university administra
tion, Some illustrations of the
sorts of things which might be
done on a university-wide basis
include teacher retraining, ex
change of classroom s between
high school teachers and uni
versity faculty, development and
financial support of curricular
experimentation, the establish
ment of a “ university school” .
Participation in and support
for the schools of the state is
in the self-interest of the Uni
versity since the quality of our
student body is a direct function
of the quality of the students’
preparation.
Furthermore, as
the senior unit in public educa
tion in the state, we have a
more general obligation to sup
port the rest of the structure.
The University can make avail
able some badly needed leader
ship and support for a vigorous
movement away from the general
lack of quality in the schools of
the state,
SUMMARY
In considering students in re
lation to the University we reach
two broad conclusions. First,
the basic orientation of the Uni
versity is in the direction of
departments and specialization,
while at any one time, there are
large numbers of students who
do not have a commitment to a
specialty — who are searching
for more generalized education
al experiences. Second, the ad
ministrative structure of the Uni
versity and its apparent philoso
phy leads to a false and ruinous
dichotomy between “ academics”
— classes, libraries, studying- and the physical, emotional, soc
ial and practical aspects of liv
ing,
The educated life is dis
tinguished from the uneducated
life by the extent to which all
these are woven together.
In addition to the foregoing,
we have concluded that the pre
paration of students in the schools
of the state needs much more
attention from the University,
both in terms of the evolving
relationship between secondary
school and university courses
and
in terms of the obvious
needs of the state’ s schools for
leadership and financial support.
The office of the V ice-P resi
dent of Academic Affairs should
be the center of a majoi* effort
to bring the many aspects of cur
ricula and other university acti
vities into focus and to achieve
some sort of harmony with the
many aspects of the students*^
overall life in the University,
Specifically, we recommend that
the office of Dean of Students
be merged with the office of the
Vice-President of Academic Af
fairs. In addition, we recommend
three new functions to be cen
tered in that office. The first
is that of “ Dean for General
Education” with primary res
ponsibility for the maintenance
of and experimentation with cour
ses and programs of general, as
opposed to specialized, educa
tion.
The second is to insti
tute a system of “ House Mas
ters” which would bring faculty
members into direct and active
participation in the life of the
residences in the University. (We
include “ centers” for non-resi
dents in this recommendation.)
Our third recommendation is a
reorientation of the advising sys
tem under the direction of a
“ Chief Advisor” . The advising
system should be viewed as an
extension of the teacher-student
relationship and centered in the
residences.
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necessary to be on constant policy that vigilance and forceful some instances, an assessment be eliminated, after all, if there
attack and counter-attack be con of these factors would lead to were more teachers and better
guard,
tinued. The state’ s situation is handling a group of one hundred teachers.
ECONOMIC WELFARE
It is obvious that the best way well known to many prospective students in two classes of fifty,
EVALUATION
to improve teaching or any other faculty members who are greatly in another case in one class of
We have made clear our view
faculty activity is to hire and concerned about it. In many ninety-five and another of five, that teaching performance should
keep good faculty members. It cases, they come here only after in a third case in three groups be a major consideration in eval
is equally obvious that conditions being reassured by a recounting of roughly the same size. The uating the overall work of faculty
of employment in the University of the University’ s vigorous de need is not for a flat ceiling-on members. That the University
have a great deal to do with fense of free inquiry in past class size, but for great flexi can foster a shift of attention
The loss of just one bility to give teacher and stu to teaching if it wishes to do so
this. We do not intend, however, cases.
to dwell at any length on these skirmish would create great dif dents maximum latitude in de seems clear.
During the past
matters in this report, since both ficulties for the University in ob ciding on ideal size for a parti fifteen or twenty years, some
cular
class.
the Faculty Welfare Committee taining and keeping good faculty
parts of the academic world have
In spite of the foregoing, we demonstrated that some faculty
of the University and the U.N.H. members,
do accept the considerable evi members can be forced to pub
Chapter of the American Assoc
TEACHING
iation of University Professors
No more than anyone else have dence — much of it admittedly lish — even when they have no
CHAPTER THREE
are continuously concerned with we discovered the key to good subjective - - which supports the
THE FACULTY AND TEACHING these matters. Because of our teaching. Beyond a deep commit contention that the kind of ex thing worthwhile to say. During
this period it has apparently been
The Importance of Teaching
concern with the searching stu ment to subject and to students, perience which a student has In assumed that whatever else he
We believe that at the present dent, we do call attention to the there is obviously a great deal a very small class (up to ten) is might be doing, the faculty mem
time, the principal objective of appallingly low salaries in most of what, in gross over-sim plifi generally a very rewarding ex ber will always give important
and for the faculty should be the areas of the College of Liberal cation, is called talent. We do perience. We believe that every attention 'to his teaching and that
It is the members of feel, nevertheless, that one’ s tea U.N.H, student should have the no pressure from the institution
maintenance of good teaching and Arts.
the improvement of teaching this faculty who have by far the ching, like most activities, can opportunity to be a member of is necessary in their respect.
where that is called for. We most contact with these search greatly benefit from having ade such a class at least once during The relatively widespread com
should add that we believe that ing students and who, therefore, quate time to devote to it and each of his academic years. Fur plaints about the quality of tea
is probably the from having an appropriate en thermore, we think it particularly ching seem to suggest that this
the process of advising students have what
in its broadest sense, is inex University’ s most difficult teach vironment in which to do it. We important that this opportunity be assumption has not been a valid
Furthermore, have already suggested, and dis available to each freshman.
tricably a part of the teaching ing job to do.
one; that some pressure from
It is clear that a significant the institution is necessary.
process. When we use the word the bitterness and frustration cuss more fully in Chapter Five,
teaching we are including ad which are so often the results that committee work and other expansion of small group in
vising as well as traditional o f inadequate compansation are essentially administrative acti struction will require compen
Teachers Evaluated
often communicated to the stu vities may be seriously weaken sation in the form of some class
classroom activity.
Greater attention will quickly
es
which
would
be
very
much
dents.
Since
the
latter
are
often
In pointing to the immediate
ing the quality of teaching in the
shift to good teaching if good
importance of teaching, we do the searching and dissatisfied University, A number of other larger than those which are gen
teaching is significantly and ob
not intend to under-emphasize students, the ring of discontent constraints on time and envir erally the present norm. This
iwould require greater assistance viously rewarded. If the depart
the other areas of faculty con is closed.
onment are discussed below.
It
would
be
inappropriate
for
The ments and the more senior levels
cern — especially research and
TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES for the faculty member.
of administration made it clear
writing.
It seems reasonable us to discuss individual cases
Teaching responsibilities em- ineeded assistance does not only by their actions that good teach
to suggest that the system of re in this report, but we are ac compass hours directly involved j involve graduate or other stu
ers will be promoted and will
wards and punishments which o- quainted with the fact that the in the classroom , in preparation dents - 7 - as teacher-assistants.,
receive
salary
increases —
perates both within and without salaries of some members of and review and the number of There must also be assistance
whatever else they may do —
the
College
of
Liberal
Arts
who
in
the
form
of
adequate
secre
the University tends, on the
students with whom the faculty
whole, to encourage attention to are uniformly regarded by stu member is expected to work. tarial help, facilities for quickly and that poor teachers who are
not otherwise productive will not
research and publication. The dents and by their colleagues Neither of these, we feel, should reproducing teaching materials
growth of graduate work in the as outstanding teachers are very be considered in the ritualistic and various audio-visual aids, be promoted and will not receive
salary increases, the effect on
Sound Judgment
University tends to bring to the much below the salaries paid to and dogmatic fashion currently
Such a move from middle- teaching will be beneficial. We
faculty persons who have a strong faculty members in other areas, followed by so many faculty mem
sized courses towards the two emphasize, however, that the de
commitment to research. The who are at least no more re bers and administrators.
extremes would require that de partmental and administrative
increasing availability of funds cognized for their teaching abi
Generally speaking, we applaud
We recognize that the the general reduction in teaching partments exercise sound judg commitment must be more than
for research in many areas fur lity.
ther adds to its attractions. It University has to meet the go hours which has come about in ment of the differing talents of verbal. Action does indeed speak
is our view that the University ing markets in all areas, and we recent years. To the extent that individual instructors and would louder than words.
If teaching performance is to
can devote more attention to ^further recognize that going this has made it possible for involve greater flexibility in de
teaching without causing re markets vary considerably. We faculty members better to keep termining what constitutes a nor be appropriately rewarded it
search and writing to suffer ap cannot recognize, however, that up with their fields, to do^im- mal teaching load. Once again, must be evaluated. Many faculty
preciably. What might be called the effectiveness of a man in portant research and writing or there is a requirement for a members are equally loud in Ihelr
>
“ natural” forces have, in re one field is any less important to give time and attention to im move away from fixed rules and demands for the reward of good
cent years, swung the pendulum than that of a man in another proving their approach to their greater reliance upon the res teaching and in their insistence
j u d g m e n t of
in that teaching performance cannot
rather far away from the direc field. Indeed, it is ironic that subject and their students, the ponsible
be measured. One cannot have
tion of teaching.
We suggest generally speaking those who reduction in teaching loads has dividuals.
The “ Dean for General Edu it both ways. Having said this,
that the force of the institution have exposure to the greatest been
most beneficial. How
can be used to swing it back in numbers of students are in those ever, while most of us fondly cation” should be very much in we admit to not having discovered
fields where levels of compen recall extremely effective tea volved in the development of any very satisfactory approach
that direction.
We to measuring performance. A
In stressing the importance of sation are lowest. Thus, it is chers during our student years, small group instruction.
proposed that currently fashionable technique
teaching, we do intend to under ultimately to the disadvantage ,few of us fondly recall extremely have already
emphasize the administrative ac of the students, and therefore, effective teachers during our stu “ House Masters” might well of is student appraisal and while
tivities of the faculty. Several of the University if persons are dent years, few of us are apt to fer courses within the residen 'we do not think that it is in any
of us on this committee — most not well-compensated, whatever remember that those men were tial framework and these could way deleterious, we are not very
sanguine about its long-run ef
of whom were involved with other their field. The problem here probably teaching twice as many be handled in small groups.
Nevertheless, we
We recommend that each de fectiveness.
regular or ad hoc committees is the overall budgetary con hours as are most of us. In
and several of whom were straints under which the Uni short, while the primary purpose partment be asked to review its think such a program should be
actively engaged in research or versity presently operates. Un of reduced teaching loads has offerings with the objective of instituted on a university-wide
The Vice-President of
writing — found that our teach less one accepts the proposi been to permit more research developing at least one course basis.
ing suffered during the spring tion that the education in a pub and writing, we believe that it which would be handled on a Academic Affairs should be given
term. We were simply unable licly supported university must should result ip at least as good small group basis. Such a re  the. responsibility for develop
to give necessary attention to be second-rate - - and we vi quality of teaching. Judging from view would necessarily include ing and administering a program
each of our responsibilities and gorously reject this — the need many student comments of one identification of courses which of student evaluation of courses
it is in the nature of things that for bigger budgets is clear. That sort or another and occasionally, could be handled with much lar and teaching, A careful review
in the short run, at least, one’ s there is no quick solution to this the comments of colleagues, it ger groups as well as the addi of similar programs now in
classes are the easiest thing problem we well understand, but is not clear that this has always tional faculty and other resour operation should be made before
to let slide. Everyone is aware a beginning must be made with been the case. Lighter teaching ces required for implementa adopting a particular approach
of the report which is not ready very much more open and vigor-' loads do not guarantee better tion. Each depart ment shoul d r e - for this university.
on the due date. Research as ous communications concerning teaching.
Indeed, we suspect port on this matter to the Aca
Good Teachers Rewarded
sistants and publishers can make the real costs of offering a first- that there are at least “ftome demic Vice-President so that im
We are inclined to accept the
a lack of attention to their de rate educational experience at the members of the faculty who would plementation could begin in Sept
view that teaching performance
mands quite obvious. When the University of New Hampshire be be content to do rather more ember, 1967.
In connection with teaching can be roughly evaluated by one’ s
quality of one’ s classroom work ing directed to the state as a teaching if they could be freed
slips it is not immediately ap whole.
from any pressure — real or responsibilities, it must again peers. We believe that most of
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
parent to any but one’ s self. Nor
imagined — to publish. If these be pointed out that the bulk of us know — albeit intuitively and
Meaningful education 'cannot
are we alone in our “ busy-ness” .
are the men who would give the problem of large classes and subjectively — who are the good
Many members of the faculty are take place in an atmosphere which superior teaching performances heavy teaching schedules is in and poor teachers among our
heavily involved in quasi-admin- does not afford uninhibited free (and it does not follow that they the College of Liberal Arts — colleagues. We know those who
istrative activities and a great dom for the eternal doubter and are) we believe that they should precisely the place where one are interested in discussing
many of them are persons who professional questioner of the be permitted to do so by being finds the bulk of the searching problems of teaching and deal
Unfortunately, the
are, by general agreement, a- status quo.
evaluated on their teaching, not students whose interest in a sub ing with students generally. We
ject for its own sake is not realize that one does not like to
mong
our
most
effective atmosphere of this state is not their research, abilities,
generally a favorable one for the?
generally sufficient to overcome make these sorts of judgments
teachers, 6
CLASS SIZE
doubter and the questioner o f
Steady Erosion
the handicap of poorly taught because they are not based on
The principal victim of faculty revealed truth.
On the whole,
We are unable to accept any classes.
The Vice-President objective measures. Neverthe
“ busy-ness” is teaching.
It the University has done a most easy generalization about ideal of Academic Affairs and the less, if we are to insist that
is unfortunate that the effects effective job of preserving these class size. Ideal class size de “ Dean for General Education” good teaching be rewarded, all of
are not dramatic, but rather' freedoms for both students and |pends upon the subject, the teach should both be concerned with us have the responsibility to par
take the form of steady erosion. I teachers, but we feel it to be ing methods employed, the teach improvements in this area. P oor ticipate
in the process of
This fact makes it all the m ore; an important part of educational: er and the kinds of students. In ly taught classes could largely evaluation.
Finally, we recommend that
the President develop a group
including university and secon
dary school personnel to main
tain a continuing review of the
curricular balance among the
final two high school years and
the first two university years.
We also recommend that the Uni
versity, in its most official man
ner, assume a much greater res
ponsibility for leadership in ef
forts to find a sound financial
basis for public education in the
state.

I

ED UCATIONAL
FACULTY LEAVES-OFABSENCE
We believe that one of the best
ways
to improve classroom
teaching is to insist that every
classroom teacher get out of
his classroom every few years.
We suspect that a serious barrier
to good teaching is the teacher
who takes himself too seriously,
and we know of no better way of
assuring that this will happen
than to permit a man to occupy
the same classroom , teaching
the same subject year after year.
Furthermore, we believe that to
be an effective teacher, one must
get away from his “ home" uni
versity from time to time. This
is especially true in Durham,
which for all its attractiveness,
is not large enough to provide
the continuous stimulation of new
ideas and experiments.
The traditional purposes of
faculty leaves-of-absence have
been rest and renewal and ex
pansion of one’ s command of
his special field.
These are
still valid purposes; especially
the latter in this age of rapidly
expanding knowledge. We sug
gest that to these traditional pur
poses be added that of investi
gation of the problems of teach
ing itself.
(We recognize that many of our
colleagues do not regard the
processes of teaching and learn
ing as an area of concern. For
many, to be a writer, economist,
biologist or whatever, is all that
matters.
Given the needs of
the searching students who o c
cupy so many of the seats in our
classroom s, we do not believe
that we can continue to ignore
the processes of teaching and
learning, no matter what tradi
tion may dictate.)
Specifically then, we believe
that the present policy of leavesof-absence at the option of the
faculty
member
should be
changed to make it mandatory
that the faculty member leave
his classroom , and preferably
leave
Durham, every seven
years. We further believe that
the faculty member should be
able to do this without any finan
cial loss.
To that extent that
his activities can be financed
by outside sources, that should
be done.
But if that is not
possible, the University should
accept the obligation of insur
ing that the faculty member suf
fers no financial loss as a re
sult of the year away from Dur
ham, The return for the Univer
sity — and especially for its
students — is a constant input
o f new thinking, new ideas, new
approaches to teaching and in
deed, to educational policy gen
erally. 8

been greatly influenced by the
sharing of views that has mark
ed our hours together.
Our
understanding of the problems of
others and o f the tremendous
range of problems which exists
within this relatively small uni
versity has increased greatly,
and will surely have an effect
on any future participation by
us in the conduct of the Uni
versity, We believe that great
benefit would accrue to other
members of the faculty and to
the University if the sorts of
experiences we have had could
be widely duplicated.
During the course of our work
we had weekend meetings away
from Durham in relatively con
genial surroundings, and during
these sessions a great deal of
our work and, more importantly,
of
our
understanding was
achieved. The cost of these
weekends was not great, and we
believe that there would be a
good return to the University
if it supported similar con
ferences for other faculty mem
bers. The University gives mo
dest support to participation in
professional
meetings.
This
should, of course, be continued
and expanded, but as a way of
countering the emphasis on pro
fessional specialization, we think
that the University should sup
port the kind of interdisciplinary
development in which we have
been engaged.- Such meetings
should, of course, have some
structure and we believe that a
continuing review of educational
policy — perhaps our own re
port or portions of it — would
be a most appropriate agenda for
such sessions. The groups should
be free to report back to any
relevant part of the University
community if they see fit to do
so.
Whether they report or
not, our own experience tells us
that new approaches and differ
ent thinking will be incorporated
into the University.
Teaching Desire
Whatever other conditions and
arrangements may be in effect,
there will be good teaching only
if faculty members want to teach
and teach well.
Even if just
one faculty member holds the
view found in some other quar
ters in the University that stu
dents are merely necessary ir 
ritations, it is too many. Un
fortunately, most of us know
some who hold this view. We
suggest that it would be a good
investment for the University
to pay such persons, if they have
tenure, to stay out of the class
room.
No doubt not all of us are
doing the very best job we could
do for our students - - inside
or outside the classroom . But
how many of us resort to the
assumed dictum of “ publish or
perish’ ’ or the “ pressure of
committee work’ ’ to rationalize
our failure to undertake the diffi
cult jobs of revising our courses,
reconsidering the relevance of
our examination procedures, de
veloping new ways of presenting
our material, and the like? The
University administration can in
sure that faculty members are
given adequate time to do a pro
per teaching job, but only we,
as individual teachers, can in
sure that it will be done.

SET FACULTY CONFERENCES
The two principal problems
o f the University upon which we
have focused — its complexity
and the large number of search
ing students — are both the func
tion of a sort of centrifugal
force which tends to drive the
institution apart and into a var
iety of separate paths.
The
'complexity of the University
creates this force; the difficul
ties in dealing with the problems
of the searching student are ex
acerbated by it.
In the other
areas we have discussed, we have
tried to offset these centrifugal
forces. We believe that it is
SUMMARY
equally possible to make steps
We believe that at the present
in the same direction as far
time a principal thrust of the
as the faculty is concerned.
Each of us on this committee University should be towards the
has been greatly impressed by maintenance of good teaching and
the value of our meetings, quite the improvement of teaching
apart from any direct value of where that is called for. Good
their formal output. Our indi teaching com es, in large neasure,
vidual views of teaching, of scho ' from the efforts of good teachlarship, of students, of the con : ers who are given adequate time
duct of university affairs have 1 and an appropriate environment
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in which to do their work. The
principal requirements for ob
taining and keeping the services
of good teachers are adequate
compensation and the mainten
ance of academic freedom. Be
cause members of the College
of Liberal Arts have the great
est contact with the searching
student for whom good teaching
is of crucial importance, we re
commend that the compensation
of the good teachers in that
college be significantly increas
ed.
There is evidence to support
the conclusion that participation
in a class of not more than ten
students is a unique and re
warding experience for most stu
dents. Therefore, we recommend
that each student be given the
opportunity to participate in one
such class during each of his
four years.
Each department
should be asked to report on the
arrangements necessary for at
least one of its courses to be
taught in small (10 or less)
sections. This report should in
clude a statement of additional
staff, assistance of all sorts,
and other arrangements nec
essary to compensate for this.
Implementation should begin in
September, 1967,
If good teaching is to be re
warded, it must be evaluated.
We recommend that thh V icePresident for Academic Af
fairs be made responsible for
instituting a system of evalua
tion by students on a university
wide basis.
We believe that
serious evaluation by one’ s peers
is ultimately the most effective
approach.
Good teaching requires a con
stant inflow of new ideas and
fresh thinking which are not likely
to result when a teacher oc
cupies the same classroom year
after year.
Consequently, we
recommend that the present pol
icy of optional leaves-of-absence
from teaching be changed to a
mandatory policy.
We do not
think that a faculty member
should be forced to leave Dur
ham, though we think it generally
advisable, but we do believe he
should be forced to leave the
classroom periodically.
We also recommend that the
University give the necessary
financial support to periodic
conferences which will permit
faculty members from various
disciplines to meet away from
Durham to discuss various mat
ters of educational policy, includ
ing the teaching process,
CHAPTER FOUR
CURRICULUM
BASIC STRUCTURE
The philosophy underlying the
present structure of the curricula
o f the University is that the stu
dent should have some exposure
in breadth to the substance of
various disciplines and to their
approaches to the acquisition of
knowledge as well as having a
certain amount of depth in one
field of knowledge.
(We shall
hereafter refer to the first of
these as general education and
the second as specialization.)
This combination of general edu
cation and specialization is char
acteristic
of
virtually
all
American higher education, and
we find no special conditions at
the University of New Hampshire
which warrant a departure from
THE NEED FOR GENERAL
EDUCATION
It has been suggested that the
increasing development of advan
ced placement courses in parti
cular, and the higher level of
secondary school preparation in
general, obviate the need for
the universities to continue to be
concerned with general edu
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cation. We are unable to accept
this position for several reasons.
In the first place, advanced
placement courses are not yet
a reality for most New Hamp
shire high school students. Only
eight high schools offer advan
ced
placement
work. About
twenty high schools offer accel
erated or honors courses, which
while not officially registered as
A.P. courses, do lead toward the
same objective.
It is a fact
that these are, by and large,
the bigger high schools which
means that such programs are
available to more students than
the mere number of schools would
indicate. However, there is no
reason to assume that all or
even a few of the students who
take these courses would choose
to enter U,N.H,
There were
35 out of 1600 members of the
class entering in 1965 who pre
sented
advanced
placement
examinations and the majority
of these were out-of-state stu
dents.
Secondly, while we favor the
expansion of advanced place
ment for many reasons, we do
not believe that work done in
the high schools is generally
the same as that done in col
lege — even when the Same
subject matter is covered. The
maturity and liberality which
should mark general education
at the university level simply
cannot be duplicated in the at
mosphere of most high schools.
Finally there are many areas
— most of the social sciences,
philosophy, foreign language lit
erature, to name a few — which
are rarely taught in high school
yet which should be a. part of
the general education experience.
The Need fo r Specialization
There seems no necessity to
justify the need for specializa
tion as a part of the university
experience. It is widely accep
ted that some mastery of a field
of knowledge is a sine qua non
o f an educated person. For a
great many, a university educa
tion involves some career pre
paration, and as much as some
of the purists among us might
wish otherwise, it seems clear
that this will continue. Spec
ialization is a requirement for
virtuaUy all graduate work, and
the trend toward increasing num
bers of students going on to gra
duate work seems unlikely to
diminish. For the foregoing rea
sons,
we
recommend
that
the basic structure of the curriculm should continue to include
an emphasis on both general
education
and specialization.
Within the broad constraints im
plied by these two requirements,
we believe that there should be
maximum freedom for the pro
perly guided student to design
a program of studies that would
best fit his needs as he sees
them.
Nature and Number o f Courses
Before discussing the nature
of the general education and spec
ialization requirements, it is
necessary, for the sake of clar
ity, to consider at this point our
conclusion that the basic unit
o f instruction should be the
course rather than the credit
hour,
Whatevef may have been the
objectives of the credit hour sys
tem, we conclude that it is not
relevant to the circumstances of
contemporary higher education.
We believe that with meaningful
faculty support, the present-day
stuflent has, on the whole, suf
ficient maturity and responsi
bility to develop and follow a
creative and meaningful program
of courses.
We believe that
faculty members are profession

ally
responsible
enough to
develop and conduct courses with
true intellectual validity without
such artificial constraints as a
specified
number of contact
hours.
Because of the artificial con
straints of the credit hour sys
tem, students who have designed
an intelligent and meaningful pro
gram of courses are often being
forced into searching for some
additional activity or course
which carries a credit or two
in order to obtain the magic num
ber of required credit hours.
As teaching methods other than
the lecture demonstration come
more and more into regular use,
the credit hour becom es more
and more of an anachronism.
The fact that discussions may be
more effective if conducted over
eighty minutes rather than fifty
minutes does not mean that a
course which uses them is nec
essarily “ worth more’ ’ than one
which does not. It may simply
mean that more of the activity
of the course is carried on inside,
rather than outside, of the class
room , Because the development
of intelligent student programs
and the use of different peda
gogical techniques gets bogged
down in the academic book
keeping of the credit hour, we see
departments increasingly adding
to the number of credits attached
to their courses. No real need
to increase the number of con
tact hours is involved.
We believe that any course of
fered in the University should
be equal to any other course
in terms of intellectual sub
stance, which is, after all, the
only meaningful way of viewing
courses,
(We are aware that
some faculty members will not
admit that other courses have
as much substance as their own,
but we do not agree that this
establishes the fact of inequality.)
We recognize that our objective
could be achieved within the
framework o f the credit hour sys
tem by simply giving all courses
an equal number of credits. How
ever, once one accepts the posi
tion of equality based on intellec
tual substance rather than on con
tact hours or some other equally
meaningless quantitative mea
sure, the point of doing so be
comes
completely
obscured.
Thus, we recommend that the
course, rather than the credit
hour, be the basic unit of in
struction in the semester or
such other time unit as may be
adopted.
IMPLE MENTATION
This recommendation will re
quire that each department re
view its offerings to determine
the extent to which each of them
leads to significant intellectual or
professional growth in the stu
dent, The members of each de
partment must be the judges
of whether or not their course
offerings satisfy this require
ment,
Many courses will no
doubt need to be revised in some
measure. In most departments,
there no doubt are certain cour
ses which should be eliminated
or combined with other courses.
Other offerings currently carry
ing credit hours should be re
designated as non-course depart
mental requirements. (Some de
partments, for example, have
senior seminars or special lec
ture series which are primarily
concerned with career orienta
tion.
Some of these currently
carry academic credit simply
because this is the only way in
which they can be recognized
as a part of the student’ s re
quirements. We see no need to
continue this sort of subterfuge.)
Because of the fairly extensive
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from this norm for good peda
gogical reasons should be per
mitted to do so, but we assume
that such departures will be re
latively infrequent.
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restructuring of courses which
Basic Form o f the Requirement supervise a full, four-year pro
this change will involve, it seems*
A general education require gram involving a randomly-sel
clear that at least a year will
ment has several aspects. In ected group of fifty to one
be needed before the course sys
the first place, it intends to im hundred students with completely
tem goes into effect. It may
part “ a general acquaintance with free electives except for the
SUMMARY
be that in some department, the
all of the areas of human know major. A group of advisors - We recomiiiend that the credit- ledge and activity.” Secondly, presumably from among the
necessary survey of offerings
system
be
abandoned it intends to impart some feel “ House Masters” — should be
will have to be done during the hour
summer and a commitment of the and that all university offerings ing for the d i f f e r e n t ways assigned to work very closely
necessary financial support for be of equal value and status. in which
the knowledge is with these students.
this will be needed.
Students The minimum requirement for a accumulated,
Given our rejection of a free
evaluated
and
who are in the University at Bachelor’ s Degree should be 32 communicated. Thirdly, at the elective system for the general
the time the credit hour system courses and no more than five most basic level, there is an education requirement, except on
is superseded by the course sys courses should be taken simul intention of exposing the student an experimental basis, we were
tem should be given four credits taneously. Activities should not to all that is implied by “ the left with the concept of a dis
be considered as courses, ex two cultures” .
for each course.
tribution requirement, which is of
OVERALL COURSE
cept when part of a major, and
It is probably true that the course, precisely what the pre
REQUIREMENTS
should not be required for non-' most certain way of accomplish sent university requirements are
We recommend that the mini majors. We recommend that at ing the objectives of a general not in accord with our objective
mum requirement for a Bach least a year be allowed for the education requirement is through of maximum freedom for the
elor’ s Degree be 32 courses, plus necessary review of departmen specifically
designed general student.
demonstrated
competence
in tal offerings and that necessary education courses.
The present university re
It seems
English, a Foreign Language and funds to finance such a review clear, however, that such cour quirement does not permit maxi
Mathematics, (see next page.) be committed.
ses are not truly practical. Dur mum freedom for the student
GENERAL EDUCATION
We
further
recommend
ing the period of our deliberations because it is satisfied by only
REQUIREMENTS
that five cou fses or their equi
a very complete study of general a relative handful of courses,
valent be the maximum number
BASIC PREMISE
education courses at Harvard, and because it essentially spe
In approaching tne general edu
which may be pursued at any
Chicago and Columbia was pre cifies the time in the student’ s
cation
requirement,
the
commit
one time.
pared by P rofessor Daniel Bell career at which the require
We are very much concerned tee began with the proposition of Columbia. While Professor
ments must be met. We believe
with the excessive number of that there should be maximum
Bell reaffirms the validity of that all courses (not including
courses which many students are freedom for the students, with such courses, it is clear from
those present courses which we
now permitted to take in a single proper guidance, to design a his study that they are gradually
have described as activities)
semester. Whatever the relative program of studies that will best,, disappearing in those three in
should be available to satisfy the
number of hours involved it fit his needs. All specific re stitutions where the commitment
general education requirement.
seems that there is a limit to quirements were considered as to them has probably been the
We recognize that meaningful
the number of different subjects necessary departures from this greatest.
It is quite possible prerequisites place certain lim i
with which a student can come desired norm,
that the small liberal arts coll tations on this freedom, but we
to grips at any particular time.
DEFINITION
ege with a highly selected stu believe that some of this free
There can be little more than a
A
precise
definition
of dent body and a faculty with a dom may be restored by struc
superficial exposure involved General Education is one of those primary commitment to the idea,
turing the requirement so that
when a student is simultaneously tasks which can rarely be ac can continue to offer meaningful
the student may get beyond the
considering six, seven, even eight complished by a group. While general education courses —
prerequisites.
different subjects. Mastery in nearly everyone shares the same though it is worth noting that
Tw o Groups
some depth, which is one objec general concept, any attempt to Amherst, one of the pioneers
tive of the educational process, put this into words with which in this area, recently dropped its
We further conclude that the
is clearly impossible under such all can agree seems doomed to general education program. We present university requirements
circumstances,
failure. We recognized the need have concluded that even though which divide the total curriculum
ACTIVITIES
into three groups (plus history)
for some sort of working defini
At the present time, there are tion or guideline, even though we this approach may be the most is unnecessarily restrictive, and
desirable
in
the
abstract,
it
is
a number of activities which agreed that our shared under
we recommend that for purposes
carry academic credit. Among standing would be most appar simply not practicable for the of the general education or dis
University
of
New
Hampshire.
these are the physical education ent — if at all — in our opera
If one rejects special general tribution requirement, the offer
activity courses and participation tional decisions about require
education
courses on practical ings of all departments be se
in such groups as band, orches ments, Consequently, we accep
grounds
(and
for the same other parated into two groups as listed
tra, vocal groups and the Uni ted as a working definition a.
Each student
reasons
rejects
such substitutes in Exhibit 4 -1 ,
versity Theater.
We do not statement previously prepared by
should take six courses in the
as
the
“
Great
Books”
approach)
believe
that these activities P rofessor Moore,
one is left with a choice be group other than that which in
should be regarded as regular
cludes his major subject and
“ General Education is the
courses nor should they be re philosophy that education should tween a free elective system and four courses In the group which
some
sort
of
distribution
quired of any studcfit except to be liberal and general. By li
Includes his major. In the lat
the extent that they may be part beral is meant that education requirement. In its consideration ter case, courses which fulfill
o
f
these
alternatives,
the
com
Qf a major.
It is our view should aim at cultivation of the
the general education require
that participation in these acti mind and sensibilities, not at mittee was guided by the propo ment should not be among those
sition,
previously
stated,
that
vities should be primarily re practical training or at the in
which are required for the major.
creational and avocational and culcation of certain moral or within the broad constraint im
We do not suggest that it is
plied
by
a
general
education
x©available to students on an extra political ideals. General educa
possible to close the gap between
quiremeht
there
should
be
curricular basis. We believe tion holds this liberal end to the
the two cultures by requiring,
that students should be en best served by imparting a gen mum freedom for the properly say, a French major to take
guided
student
to
design
a
pro
couraged to participate in these eral acquaintance with all of the
one or two courses in science,
activities, but we do not believe areas of human knowledge and gram of studies that would best or the biologist to take one or
fit
his
needs
as
he
sees
them.
that they should be considered as activity. It emphasizes general
two courses in the C lassics.
courses any more than the hold principles, general ways of feel
Free EUectives
In this age of specialization and
ing of office in a fraternity or ing and appreciating, and the
Clearly, a system of free elec dramatically expanding know
other student organization should general philosophic import of tives would most directly meet ledge, one simply cannot expect
be considered as a course in ideas. It hopes to produce peo the objective just stated.
On to duplicate the educated man of,
Political Science.
ple who will share in a core of the other hand, the effectiveness for example, the Age of Enlight
GENERAL FORMAT OF COURSES general information about their o f a free elective system depends enment, The best one can hope
While it is our intention to world, whose sensitive horizons heavily on the maturity and so for is to provide each student
give faculty members and stu will be large enough for them to phistication of the student, and with a kind of balance wheel
dents the maximum freedom in appreciate and enjoy the variety* on the existence of an extremely which may influence his thoughts
planning courses, it must be re of art and culture in that world, sensitive and effective advising and actions, whatever his field
cognized that because of the re and those philosophies of life system.
The committee con o f specialization.
latively large numbers of stu will reflect human experience in cluded — not as a result of any
The two division approach does
dents involved, the functioning of all its diversity,”
sort of quantitative analysis, but force the student a^^ay from com
the University requires some
We believe that all students from its own impressions and plete specialization, while per
sort of standard. With a maxi at the University of New Hamp those of other faculty members — mitting him a great deal of free
mum of five courses being taken shire should satisfy the general that most students entering UJI. dom in devising his program. A
at any one time and with four education requirement described H, do not have the necessary ma student who wishes 1o get some
courses the desired norm, each below.
The student should be turity and sophistication for a depth outside his own area of
course will account for between permitted to demonstrate that meaningful free elective system. specialization can do so.
As
20 and 25% of the student’ s total he has met any part of the gen Further, while we expect that noted above, under this program
academic load in each semester. eral education requirement be implementation of our recom  a student can, while satisfying
This gives one dimension forj fore entering the University — mendations concerning the advis the requirement, get to the “ in
course planning. It means, among; through advanced placement, for ing system will greatly improve teresting” courses in depart
other things, that students wllL example.
The general educa it, we do not think it capable, ments which so often have nec
have more time to devote to each ! tion requirement need not be met at the moment, of meeting the essary prerequisites. He is not
course which will make possible I at any particular time during the demands o f a free elective sys permitted*to do this as a part
the enriching, in a variety ofj student’ s university years. In tem.
of present general education re
ways, of the courses. We also |deed, there is evidence to suggest
In spite of the foregoing con quirement.
assume that most courses will I that a general education require- j clusion, we do believe that a
Given that the objective of the
fall
into
the
conventional I ment deferred beyond the fresh-1 free elective system merits an general education requirement is
pattern of three meetings peri man year — even to the senior j experimental trial. We recom  to encourage this student to ex
week — meetings that will b e ' year — may well have muchi mend that the Vice-President for plore areas of human knowledge
of 50 to 80 minutes duration, i more satisfactory results f o r ; Academic Affairs or the proposed and experience into which he
Instructors who wish to depart |many students.
“ Dean for General Education” might not otherwise venture and

thereby to broaden his in
tellectual horizons, the element
of fear and the characteriza
tion of the requirements as a
hurdle should be removed inso
far as possible.
As a step
toward achieving these ends, we
recommend that in the case of
courses taken to satisfy the gen
eral education requirement, the
student should be given the op
tion at the beginning of the se
mester to elect to be graded on
a pass-fail basis only. Because
of graduate school requirements,
because of their relationship to
future employment and the like,
it seems clear that courses taken
to satisfy the requirements of the
major must be graded in the con
ventional
manner. There do
not appear to be any similarly
compelling reasons for grading
the courses making up the gen
eral education requirement, and
we belive that the student’ s ex
perience will be more reward
ing and meaningful if the courses
in general education are simply
completed (passed) or not com
pleted (failed),
SPECIALIZATION
The
requirements for the
major can properly be set only
by the department involved. We
see no reason to place any upper
or lower limits on the number
of courses required to satisfy
a major requirement.
In this
area, the standard of necessary
achievement is set largely out
side the University--by graduate
schools, by accrediting bodies
and by general acceptance within
the particular field. The indi
vidual departments are best able
to specify the necessary stand
ard.
We believe that the student
should be permitted to begin to
specialize as soon as he enters
the University if he wishes to
do so.
Many students leave
high school with a strong inter
est in a particular field and we
see only harm coming from pre
venting a student from continuing
^o develop this interest as soon
as he comes to the University
by presenting him instead, with
a solid phalanx of required gene
ral education courses. Clearly,
this is more likely to be selfdefeating, for under such cir
cumstances the student is likely
to loathe the general education
courses and see them simply as
a
barrier
to
be
hurdled
without any real involvement in
them. As a general rule, stu
dents should indicate their choice
of major field no later than the
end of their second year.
MINIMUM COMPETENCE
IN
ENGLISH AND MATHEMATICS
Minimum competence in the
use of English and in Mathema
tics is obviously a necessary
attribute of any education, be it
general or specialized. At the
same time, there seems to be
no reason why the acquisition
of these minimum competences
should necessarily take place
during the university years. On
the contrary, it seems clear that
they are necessary prerequisites
for these years. Study of any
subject cannot be effective with
out the ability to read and write
English prose.
Nor are there
many fields today which do not
rely in some degree on mathe
matical symbolism, on the use
of statistical analysis and, in
creasingly, on the use of the
evermore ubiquitous computer.
We do not imply that English
composition and Mathematics
should not be studied in the Uni
versity, We are simply attempt
ing to recognize that there is a
certain level of competence in
these subjects that is necessary
for a successful experience in
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higher education. It is the tool
aspect of these subjects which
should be acquired by the student
before^coming to the University.
The* specific recommendations
made below follow from this
conclusion,
EXHIBIT 4-1
GENERAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENT
Each student shall select
courses from the two divisions
Ilisted below: Six courses from
that division which does not in
clude his major field and four
courses not among those re
quired for the major in the di
vision which includes his major
field.
HUMANITIES, SOCIAL
SCIENCES AND THE ARTS
The Arts
Business Administration
Economics (including Resource
Economics)
Education (including Agricul
tural Education)
English
Foreign Languages and
Literature
Geography
History
Home Economics
Hotel Administration
Humanities
Liberal Arts
Music
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Philosophy
Physical Education
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech and Drama
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLO(iY
Animal Science
Biochemistry
Biology
Botany
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Entomology
Forestry
Geology
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Microbiology
Physical Science
Physics
Plant Science
Soil and Water Science
Zoology
ENGLISH
We define minimum com
petence in the use of English
as the ability to read an essay
and to evaluate the ideas in it
in an essay of the student’ s own
which can be understood and eva
luated by another reader. We
believe that all students should
have this basic competence or
skill.
We do not believe that the fore
going means that all students
should be required to take a
course in English while at the
University. The fundamental
skill with which we are concern
ed should be achieved before
entrance into th e University,
This is not presently true for
a great many students, and we
urge that the University take all
possible
steps to assist in
working toward the goal of having
all students obtain this skill
before entering the University,
In particular, we believe that
the high school English program
should include one full year of
adequately taught composition.
All students should be given an
opportunity to demonstrate that
they have this fundamental skill
before initial registration in the
University.
Those who do de
monstrate that they have it should
be excused from the required
work described below.
Those
students who are unable to de
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monstrate that they have this
minimum competence should be
required to take a one-semester
course designed to permit them
to achieve this minimum compe
tence, Those students who are
unable to demonstrate that they
have this minimum competence
after one semester should be
required to take a second onesemester course with the same
objective. Any student who has
failed to demonstrate a minimum
competence in the reading and
writing of English after two seesters of work in the University
should not be permitted to re
gister
for
other University
courses until he has demons
trated such a competence.
It is our view that the courses
referred to above should not be
offered for credit.
However,
we believe that initially a rela
tively large number of students
will be required to take at least
one semester of work in English,
Consequently, we believe that
the course should carry credit
and be graded only on a passfail basis for five years. After
that time, during which the Uni
versity has worked actively with
the high schools, the courses
should become non-credit. Ul
timately, we believe that the
courses should be removed from
the regular university offerings
and continued, if at all, in the
Extension Division,
MATHEMATICS
We believe that all stu
dents should have a basic under
standing of mathematical con
cepts, symbolism and the more
fundamental operations. We de
fine this level of basic under
standing or minimum competence
as the level of preparation re
quired for direct entrance into
the beginning level of University
Mathematics courses. In terms
of present offerings, these be
ginning courses are 407 (pri
marily for the non-science stu
dent), and 421 or 425 (primarily
for the studeii* going on into
the sciences or engineering).
We do not believe that the fore
going means that all students
should take a course in Mathe
matics while in the University.
In effect, the recommendation
means that three units of high
school mathematics would be a
uniform entrance requirement of
the University, In general, this
would place no great strain on
the high schools of the state.
The Mathematics Department has
worked closely with the high
schools, and all are presently
offering these courses or will
be doing so very shortly.
As in the case of English,
we believe that students who enter
the
University
without this
minimum competence (and they
should be few) should make it
up during one year without cre 
dit, (Mathematics 405, which is
essentially high school mathema
tics, is currently being offered
but is being phased out of the
regular offerings and will even
tually be available in extension
only.)

of communication which bedevil
the world. Consequently, we be
lieve that each student should
possess a familiarity with a lan
guage other than his own.
Once again we feel that this
minimal familiarity should be ob
tained before the student enters
the University. There is a great
deal of evidence to support the
conclusion that foreign language
training should take place fairly
early in the student’ s career—
certainly before high school. Too
many of the generation repre
sented on this committee have had
the painful and largely wasteful
experience
of first meeting
foreign languages in high school
or even college.
We recommend that com
petence in a foreign language
be a prerequisite for admission
to the University. We define com
petence as the level of prepara
tion necessary to enter the first
level of literature courses in the
particular language. (In terms
of present offerings, these would
be French 505-506, German 505506, Russian 605-606, Spanish
505-506, Latin 505-506).
We do not mean, of course,
that elementary and intermediate
instruction in foreign languages
should no longer be offered at
the University. Many students,
we hope, will begin the study of
additional languages at the Uni
versity, and we believe that ins
truction in more languages—Chi
nese, for example— should be
offered. We are simply recom 
mending that each student should
have minimal competence in one
language other than his own
before entering the University.
We recognize that it is not
possible for this recommendation
to become immediately oper
ative, The offerings of languages
in many New Hampshire high
schools and particularly in the
elementary
schools
of New
Hampshire will have to be greatly
expanded and strengUiened and,
quite apart from any entrance
requirement which we impose,
we think they should be. We
feel that the University has an
obligation to help the school sys
tems work toward this objective.
Consequently, we believe that this
requirement should be announced
now, for implementation five
years hence. In the interim, we
believe that the imposition of any
language requirement within the
University should be the respon
sibility of the individual depart
ments.
SUMMARY QF BASIC
CURRICULUM
RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary our recommenda
tions for the basic curriculum
for all students would be as
follows;
(1) A minimum of thirty-two
courses to be required for
graduation.
Activities in
Physical Education, Music
and drama are not to be
considered as courses, and
not to be required of any
student except when part of
a major.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The ability to use a foreign
language is not a basic skill
or competence in the sense that
English and Mathematics are.
Nevertheless,
the committee
feels that every educated person
should have experienced all that
is involved in learning to use a
foreign language. We are unable
to give any very pragmatic rea
sons for our conclusion, but we
do feel that in today’ s world, an
educated person should possess
an ability to communicate in at
Ileast one other language, and
perhaps more importantly, to be
personally aware of the problems

(2) A minimum competence
in English, a Foreign Lan
guage
and
Mathematics,
These will ultimately be
come
entrance
require
ments.
(3) University General Edu
cation Requirements:
Six courses in the group
which does not include the
student’ s major.
Four courses in the group
which includes the student’ s
major — such course to be
outside the major require
ments.
Courses satisfying the Ge
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neral Education Require
ment may, at the student’ s
option, be graded on a passfail basis.

(4) A major.
No particular time schedule is
specified for meeting any of these
requirements except for the
minimum competence in English,
Foreign Language and Mathe
matics. If these have not been
met before admission, they must
be satisfied immediately.
It should be apparent that this
curriculum proposal does not
include college requirements. It
sets the basic general education
requirements for the University
and leaves the specialization re
quirements to the departments.
The departments shall be free
to require more than four years
for their major students, if the
constraints
imposed
by the
number of General Education
courses and the limitation on
number of courses to be taken at
one time are too restrictive.
Any courses above the general
education and specialization re
quirements required to reach the
minimum of 32 courses, shall be
freely elected by the student.
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
RELATING TO CURRICULUM
COURSE NUMBERING AND
PREREQUISITES
It follows from several of our
previous recommendations that
the present course numbering
system should not be retained.
Entering students should be able
to take courses at any level if
they are otherwise qualified. No
courses should be generally iden
tified as being associated with a
particular class standing again
except as there are educationally
necessary
prerequisites,
A
course numbering system, there
fore, need only indicate those
courses whicll Are designed ex
clusively for graduate students
and those courses which are
.not open to graduate students.
We are concerned wiL* .he use
of prerequisites as a means of
keeping down enrollments in
courses.
In many cases, and
especially in the case of pres
cribed curricula such as those in
Business Administration and En
gineering, for example, the edu
cational need for prerequisites
is clear. Where the problem is
simply one of excessive enroll
ments, however, we believe that
the responsibility rests with the
various levels of administration
to ensure that there are adequate
resourses available to handle the
students.

no way to guard against this,
except to rely on the efforts
and good sense of faculty mem
bers and departments. In this
area, as in so many others, we
believe that all of us must re
cognize our dual responsibility—
for general education and for spe
cialization and recognize further
that a great many of us are quan
titatively far more involved with
students pursuing a general edu
cation than we are with special
ists. It is irresponsible and un
professional to be less concerned
with the form er than with the
latter.
CHANGING COURSES
The student should not have to
have permission to drop a course
at any time up to the middle
of the sem ester. We do believe
that the document on which the
student indicates his decision to
drop the course should have the
initials of the instructor on it.
This is not to indicate approval
or disapproval of the student’ s
action, but simply to insure that
both student and instructor have
‘had an opportunity to discuss the
matter, if they so desire. Si
milarly, we believe that students
should be able to add courses
at any time up to mid-semester
with the consent of the instructor,
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
In a great many areas there
have been great changes in the
way in which classes are con
ducted, While the time-honored
fifty-minute lecture is still prob
ably the backbone of the teaching
process in the University, a var
iety of other approaches have
been developed and are being
used. We believe, that from the
student’ s point of view, the pro
cesses of a particular course are
o f great interest. Therefore, we
believe that course descriptions
should include a statement about
the processes as well as the con
tent of the course,

THE CALENDAR
Two things may oe said with
considerable assurance about the
traditional academic calendar.
Most people do not like it for one
reason or another and no one has
been able to devise a completely
satisfactory alternative.
The
principal problem is the period
following the Christmas holiday.
Virtually everyone— students and
faculty alike— find this tag-end of
the first semester to be a tho
rough anti-climax with little real
achievement taking place. Any
attempt to devise a new calendar
must make a basic change in the
utilization of this period.
In
one way or another, each of the
INTRODUCTORY COURSES
following proposals achieves this
The conflict between generali
objective,
zation and specialization to which
(1)
Complete the first semes
we have alluded on several oc
ter, including final examina
casions is clearly present in the
tions, before the beginning
design and conduct o f a great
of the Christmas holiday.
many introductory courses. For
Begin the second semester
the specialist, the function of
immediately
after
the
an introductory course is to lay
Christmas holiday.
the foundation for further work
in the field. For the generalist,
Assuming fifteen weeks of
the function of the introductory class time and two weeks for
course is to give an overview of examinations and other adminis
the entire field. We cannot say trative routines, this proposal
to what extent this conflict affects would mean that the first semes
the introductory offerings in any ter would begin about the 25th
particular field, but from our own of August. The second semester
experiences with our own fields, would end about the 5th of May.
we believe that the conflict is (Long weekends at Labor Day
quite widespread. Since we be and Thanksgiving would provide
lieve that the purposes of general necessary breaks in the first
education are at least as worthy semester,
A one-week break
as are those of specialization, we about the first of March woul(J
believe that most departments be desirable in the second se
should design two introductory mester.)
courses—one for the major and
The principal disadvantage of
one for the student who is con this calendar is that it involves
cerned with general education. classes during the late summer
We realize that this approach when it can still be hot and humid.
carried with it the danger that It would undoubtedly curtail sum
the non-major courses will be mer employment opportunities
come second-rate. We know of for some students, but would not
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lessen their overall employment
time.
The foregoing calendar could
be modified somewhat by re
ducing the classes from fifteen
to fourteen. If our recommen
dation for
reducing a normal
course load to four is followed
we believe that in terms of over
all accomplishment this would not
be a significant reduction.

would have more time devoted to
it than at present, the necessary
overhaul of courses by each de
partment would surely result in
a significant reduction and sim
plification of the University’ s
course offerings.
To further the objectives of
General Education, we recom 
mend that most departments offer
two introductory courses: one
designed for majors and one
designed for those whose interest
in the field is more general.
We
recommend
that the
calendar be revised so that the
first semester, except for exa
minations, end before the Christ
mas recess.
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ing demands from students to be the need for careful consideration the complexity can, or should be
recognized and listened to, not of new developments.
eliminated, we are not very san
casually and quickly but seriously
We discussed the relationship guine about the possibility of
and at length.
between the University and Keene entirely eliminating the time de
The foregoing are some of the and Plymouth State Colleges with mands which they create. We
ingredients of the multiversity members of the administration do believe, however, that it must
which, on an admittedly modest iand several key faculty members be recognized that more adminis
scale, we now are. A number without finding much evidence of trative resources are needed to
of critics have argued that the any plans for the future develop cope with the requirements of
true meaning of the university ment of that relationship. Quite complexity, and faculty members
has become virtually submergedi apart from the obvious matter of must be freed from the numer
by the “ busy-ness” of the multi allocation of resources among the ous quasi-administrative tasks
(2) C omplete the first se mesversity, There is no doubt that three institutions, the educational which many are now called upon
ter, except for examinations,
something of value has been lost policy question of more or less to carry out.
before the Christmas holi
in the disappearance of the quiet unlimited transfer among the
One of the faculty’ s basic res
day.
Schedule a one-week
and contemplative life which cha University and the colleges must ponsibilities is the formulation
reading period immediately
racterized the university of fifty be faced. It is not enough, we of educational policy, and faculty
after the Christmas holiday.
years ago; no doubt that some of think, to say that there will not members should make it. Fa
Begin the second semester
our research, consulting and be unlimited transfer. When the culty should not, however, be in
immediately after the end of
speechmaking is indeed “ busy pressure for it com es— as it volved in the routine operating
first semester final exam
ness” ; no doubt that some of surely will— we must have sound discussions made within the po
inations — three weeks after
CHAPTER FIVE
today’ s
students are rebels educational reasons for opposing licy framework. The distinction
the Christmas holiday.
without a cause. Nevertheless, it.
Or, if it is accepted, edu between these two activities is
ADMINISTRATION AND we do not believe that a return cational policy studies such as difficult to make in any sort
Assuming fifteen weeks of THE
O F THE to the educational log (with Paul ours should include the two col of generalized form . Therefore,
class time and two weeks for ORGANIZATION
Goodman and Mario Savio pre leges and technical schools is in the following paragraphs we
UNIVERSITY
examinations and other adminis
trative routines, this proposal I, The Complexity of the Uni sumably substituting for Mark already underway, and while set forth several examples of
Hopkins and the unidentified stu there is no presently defined re what we believe to be activities
would require that the first se
versity
dent) is a viable approach to deal lationship between them and the which should be carried on by
mester would begin about Jan
Introduction
ing with the complexity of our University, the possibility of such administrative rather than fa
uary 25th and end, examinations
The University of New Hamp university. Who would wish to a relationship and therefore the
included, about May 20th. (We
culty personnel.
again assume the desirability of shire, as have all American uni restrict the availability of higher need for educational planning for
Faculty concern with the libra
versities, has been steadily mo education in order to keep the stu
it, cannot be ignored.
a one-week recess midway in the
ry is obvious and faculty should
ving out of the ivory tower and dent population smaller and more
second sem ester.)
Student Body
be involved in setting guidelines
into the center of society. It is viable? Who would forego the
This proposal does less to in
In our deliberations we as for development of the library’ s
not necessary here to add to the powerful teaching and learning
terfere
with
the traditional
clear descriptions of this phe tool represented by the huge sumed that the University would collections. Particularly should
ending-of-summer on Labor Day.
nomenon written by Presidents variety of inexpensive paper grow to a total student popula faculty be involved in establish
Its principal disadvantage is that
Kerr of California and Perkins backs for the single anthology or tion of not over 7,500 during ing the overall financial require
it would probably leave the stu
the next five years.
We also ments of the library. However,
of Cornell, 9
textbook of those simpler days? assumed that the internal com it seems inappropriate for faculty
dents with some ambivalence
Small But Complex
about the Christmas holiday. Is We are very much smaller than Who would choose to be without position of the student body would members to be making the de
the reproduction equipment which
it holiday or study period?
either of those institutions, but makes possible the introduction of remain Roughly as it is now in tailed allocation of funds between
(3) Shift to the three-terms in a relative sense we have been fresh teaching materials into the terms of the proportions of en various departments. That task
or quarter system with stu developing into just as complex classroom on an almost instan tering freshmen, transfer stu and such other matters as the
dents taking three courses an institution. Most importantly, taneous basis? How many would dents and graduate students. We details of exit control, fines col
made these assumptions because lection, extended time for faculty
in each term .
The first the rate of our development shows be
content to have science we had no basis for making any book loans and the like should be
term would be twelve weeks no signs of slacking off.
courses taught with little more others. They do not represent within the competence of the
in length, the second and
The demands placed upon the than Bunsen burners and bell
If the library
third terms to be eleven University by outside agencies jars for laboratory equipment? a considered judgment by us as library staff.
to what the size and especially staff is not large enough to cope
weeks in length. Allow two
and from within, for new pro Which man or wo man--faculty,
weeks for examinations, re grams, activities and facilities, student, administrator or staff— the internal composition of the with these matters, it should be
Faculty members
gistration and some holiday increase steadily. Since 1956, wUl forego his or her parking student body should be. We urge increased.
that this question be studied should be using the library, not
between each term.
the University has created the place? It seems clear that much immediately because if no plan worrying about what sort of in
The first term would begin Whittemore School and four re o f what. makes up the multi ning takes place, the growth of ternal communication system it
about September 15th and end search centers as well as adding versity is of value and has to a junior college system and the needs.
about December 20th. The second seven doctoral programs and fif be reteined. The problem is to development of the present and
Parking Problems
term would begin after Christ teen master’ s programs. Indi introduce and maintain its ele future four-year state colleges
mas holiday and end about March vidual faculty members, faculty ments in an orderly way.
There appears to be one ex
could well result in a student
30th. The third term would begin groups and larger bodies within
Administration
body largely made up of advanced ception to the selfless and non
about April 1st and end about the University face increasing
We do not believe that most undergraduates and graduate stu material devotion to knowledge
demands for services of one sort of the causes of complexity can, dents whether or not this is what traditionally displayed by most
June 25th.
A principal advantage of this or another. It is virtually im or should, go away (which is not we want. Unless we have stu university professors: They are
to obtain any useful to say that we encourage an in died the situation and developed not able to carry on their work
calendar is that it gives three possible
rather than two possible time quantitative evidence, but it is a crease in complexity). Rather we our own well-supported plans, unless they have a parking space
spans for courses.
That is, widely-shared impression that iDelieve that rationalization and we are likely to have something next to their desks.
But ex
courses could be one, two, or more and more faculty members strengthening of the adminis which we may regard as unde cept as possible retribution for
are more and more involved in trative functions is the way to sirable forced upon us by c ir  such unreasonableness on their
three terms in length.
The principal disadvantage is such outside activities as service deal with them.
A study of cumstances.
parts, we are unable to see ser
hurrying that it involves. The on governmental and professional present administrative proce
We believe that the investiga vice on the Traffic Committee
pace of registration, instruction, society committees, in govern dures and of ways of changing tion and planning which typically as anything but totally unwarrant
examination is a rapid one, and mental and private consulting and them is not an appropriate part precedes the institution of a new ed use of faculty time.
It is
time for leisurely reflection be in giving addresses on the alumni of an investigation of educational doctoral program in the Univer obvious that there is a traffic
relations/public relations cir  policy. However, we believe that sity is generally sound. We find problem and the policy alterna
comes limited.
We cannot be completely en cuit.
it is appropriate to indicate some no real evidence, however, of any tives are clear. Provide more
Vast public funds now available o f the aspects of administration consideration of the overall, cu parking space or ban automobiles
thusiastic about any of these al
ternatives, but we believe that for research mean, among other which do have a very direct bear mulative effect of the expansion from the campus. Perhaps fa
Number Two would result in the things, that almost equally vast ing on educational policy,
of graduate programs oh the Uni culty members might participate
elimination of the worst feature amounts of time and attention
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
versity as a whole.
To state in such a policy decision, but
The University of New Hamp that not all departments
of the present calendar without must be devoted to preparing re
will the disposition of existing park
creating any major new disad search proposals, administering shire cannot be all things to all offer doctoral work suggests ing spaces and the provision of
research contracts, purchasing men. Its ability to achieve a mea some feeling that there is an more spaces are surely matters
vantages,
and maintaining complex equip sure of excellence in a few things optimum level for such activity with which the buildings and
SUMMARY
ment and the like. The Univer is apparent, but the danger of in the University, but we have grounds department can cope.
We believe that the basic phi sity’ s annual budget for research stretching its resources far too been unable to discover any ob
At the present time, an indi
losophy underlying the present has grown from $610,000 in 1955 thinly for effectiveness is also
jective measure of that level. vidual faculty member assigned
curricula which calls for a mix to $1,000,000
in
1960 to apparent. Demands for new pro
The foregoing illustrations are as an advisor is not permitted
ture of general education and at $2,000,000 in 1965. And in spite grams, activities, facilities often
intended to support our view that to approve substitutions for re
least a minimum specialization, o f these available, public funds, can be met only at the expense
the orderly development of edu quired courses. The matter must
should be retained. Our princi the need goes on for constant of diverting resources, financial cational policies suited to a be referred to a faculty-admi
pal recommendations (summa attention to the task of raising and human, from existing and changed and changing environ nistration committee. Several
rized on page 7) respect this even greater sums of money for well-justified programs. At the
ment require that new develop faculty members must become
philosophy but involves a simpli those central and crucially im same time, such demands cannot ments and their long-run impli familiar with the details of these
fication and liberalization of the portant parts o f the University be-casually put aside; there must cations be carefully assessed. cases and spend time evaluating
present General Education (Uni- j which are not generally the bene be good rasons for turning down We believe the need is clear, them. If an individual faculty
versity) requirements.
j ficiaries of public munificence. worthwhile proposals. Generally
member is not qualified to make
USE OF FACULTY IN
We also believe that students,
The teaching faculty of the Uni speaking, this can only be done
ADMINISTRATION
j such evaluations (including seekfaculty, and administration would |versity has grown from 179 in within the context of a carefully
One effect of the increasing! ing advice when appropriate) he
benefit from a substitution ofj 1956 to 294 in 1961 t o 391 in 1966. thought-out and regularly up complexity of the University is |should not be an advisor. Our
courses for credit hours as the |Very few of these new faculty dated plan
for growth and the demands which it makes o n ! curriculum changes proposed in
basic unit of instruction and from |members came to this University development. Growth and devel faculty time—time which is la r- |Chapter Four would largely ella limitation on the number of without the expenditure of a great opment should come about as ihe gely diverted from the primary |minate the need for this sort
courses which a student could deal of time by various admi result of ad hoc reaction. Cer faculty tasks o f teaching, re- |of thing,
but we cite present
pursue during any one semester nistrators and faculty members tain matters directly related to search and study. Since, as sug- !practice as another illustration
to five.
Because this change in recruiting them. Simulta educational
policy
described gested above, we do not believe iof the misuse of faculty time,
would mean that each course neously, there have been increas below should serve to illustrate that those things which create | We recommend that a start
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towards the solution of this prob theless, if we are to continue and
lem be made by abolishing all to increase the quality of educa
standing committees in the Uni tion in this University, there must
versity except the faculty council, be a recognition on the part of
(We believe that group should be all staff and administrative per
somewhat enlarged.) As specific sonnel that the University is not
policy matters arise, ad hoc com a business, that its students are
mittees can be created to deal neither customers nor necessary
with them, but before they are irritations. It must be understood
created the faculty council should that the University is to be judged
determine whether or not policy by the quality of its graduates-matters are truly involved. We not by its floral displays, the
are fully aware that a new struc orderliness of its parking lots
ture of standing committees will or by the number of germ -free
replace the old in a distressingly meals it serves per five-minute
Especially must those
short time. In the interim, how period.
ever, everyone will have had personnel who regularly deal with
some opportunity to sit back and students realize that the only
see just which activities are thing for which they get paid is
really contributing to the Uni to help students get what they
We recognize
versity’ s functioning and de want and need.
velopment and which are simply that students are sometimes illmaking work for themselves and mannered and thoughtless, but
for others. More importantly, these seem to be eternal cha
there will be an opportunity to racteristics of the young. One
assess each proposed creation of who is not prepared to live with
a faculty committee in terms students as they are should not
o f that difficult division between be employed by the University.
policy formulation and adminis (We also recognize that some fa
tration. We have no doubt that culty members are, at least on
such a review will indicate very occasion, rude and overbearing
clearly a need for a substantial when dealing with administrative
increase in the staffs of the key and staff personnel. We do not
administrators of the University. accept that this is part of being
In terms of the complexity of the a professor,)
University this expansion is, in
Whether one likes it or not
our view, long overdue,
(and we suspect that most people
THE ADMINISTRATIVE
like most of it) the University
ENVIRONMENT
of New Hampshire has become a
One of the requirements for complex and dynamic institution,
dealing effectively with the com changing almost daily. We be
plexity of the institution is great lieve that dealing with this com
er flexibility in the administra plexity requires substantially ex
tive
organization.
Basically panded administrative support if
there should be many more than we are to act upon, rather than
at present in positions of some react to, the dramatic changes
authority who can say “ yes” , which are bound to come; if we
and far fewer than at present are to keep faculty as free as
who feel generally called upon possible for their essential tasks
to say “ no” .
of teaching and research; if we
Few faculty members, and no are to have an environment in
doubt few students, have not had which students will be free to
the frustrating experience of try learn— in which humane and edu
ing to get some relatively incon cationally sound judgment can re
sequential thing done and having place a rote application of unne
to move from office to office cessary rules.
around the campus before find
We wish, at this point, to paraing th- person or offlf'^' which phriioK. Winsto*. ^hur chill by ob
could give permission. Those serving that never have so few
who are enough known or brash attempted to do so much. The
enough to have more or less devotion to the University of the
ready access to someone in the senior members of the adminis^
upper levels of administration tration is great indeed. The dif
can usually achieve their goal, ficulty is that devotion of a few
but such a system is monstrously cannot for long be an adequate
wasteful of the time and talents substitute for the capacity of
of both top-level administrative greater numbers in meeting the
officers and of faculty. And the challenges
o f growing com
educational consequences re plexity.
sulting in those cases of faculty II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE
members and students who are
UNIVERSITY
Judging by the number of com 
neither well-known nor brash are
probably great. How many novel ments which have been directed
approaches to a classroom sit to us, the present organization of
uation have been lost for some departments into colleges within
petty reason such as lack of the University is a matter which
authority to move furniture into deeply concerns many members
or out of a classroom , to get of the university community. The
offends
some printing done, to get some present organization
book carried in the bookstore? almost everyone’ s sense of or
We have called attention in pre ganizational logic and aesthetics.
ceding sections of this chapter to The combination of basic acade
a need for greater administrative mic disciplines with essentially
resources in the University. We applied and professional depart
also believe that there should be ments such as is found, for ex
a much greater decentralization ample, in the College of Tech
of administrative authority. Why, nology and the Whitte more School
for example, should department offends many. The separation of
chairmen not be able to commit jthe basic science departments
funds as they deem advisable— |throughout the three colleges of
subject, of course, to the con- |fends others. The great “ grabstraints of their overall budget? |bag” of odds and ends which is
Such a decentralization of autho- j the present College of Liberal
rity would surely free up a great; Arts is aesthetically offensive
deal of the time of faculty and! to virtually everyone. Aesthetic
senior administrators and would |inoffensiveness, however, is not a
undoubtedly encourage expert-1 generally recognized criterion
in organizational studies. The
mentation and innovation.
It is undoubtedly easier to in- i real test is whether or not the
crease the number ofyea-sayers organizational units are effec
than it is to eliminate the nay- |tively carrying out the functions
sayers. An attitude, which stems ; assigned to them.
The separate colleges of the
from an understanding of and res
pect for education, is involved University appear to have four
and changing attitudes is a noto principal functions: (1) the ad
riously difficult process. Never- ^ministration of curricula and re
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lated admissions requirements,
(2) the advising system and the
general academic supervision of
students, (3) the recruitment,
promotion, dismissal and, within
overall budgetary limitations, the
compensation of faculty, and (4)
the
coordination
of support
budgets for supplies, equipment
and the like. While not a func
tion in the sense of the fore
going, the college organization is
also presumably intended to bring
to bear on all problems as many
as possible of the wide range of
learning, skills, and approaches
to knowledge represented in the
University and thus to insure
some counter-balance of gene
ralization to the innate strengths
of specialization.
It is fair to say that when we
began our deliberations we all
shared the generally held view
about the absence of aesthetic ap
peal in the present organization
and that we at least suspected
that the organizational structure
was inhibiting in one way or ano
ther, the effective administration
of these assigned functions. We
also shared the view that any
changes in the organizational
structure would be almost certain
to cause a rather substantial up
heaval in the University and,
therefore, that any benefits to
be gained from such a reorga
nization would have to be care
fully balanced against the costs
represented by such upheaval.
Throughout our deliberations
we regularly returned—from one
direction or another--to the or
ganization question without ever
reaching a generally-shared con
clusion that the benefits of any
reorganization would warrant the
cost. As our conclusions about
other matters came into focus it
became apparent that many of
our recommendations—based on
other considerations—did have
the effect of significantly chang
ing the role of the colleges in
at least two major areas.
Our recommendations
conc -ling curriculum in Chapter
Four leave no real role for
the colleges as such in the admii^stration of curricula. The
requirements for the major will
be set by the department or de
partments involved. The Gene
ral Education (University) re
quirements will be administered
by the “ Dean for General Edu
cation” . Except for the minimum
number of courses required,
there are no other curriculum
requirements. If the major and
General Education requirements
do not amount to 32 courses, the
student will freely elect the bal
ance. We have also recommended
that admission requirements be
uniform throughout the Uni
versity. Acceptance of these pro
posals mean that there is no
longer a significant role for the
colleges in the administration of
curricula and admissions re
quirements.
We have recommended (in
Chapter Two) that the advising
system
(except for declared
majors) be directed by the “ Chief
Advisor’ ’ , Further, we have pro
posed that the “ House Masters”
and the Vice-President for Aca
demic Affairs should work to
bring together advising and aca
demic supervision generally with
the “ non-academic” aspects of
the students’ lives. Once these
arrangements have been effected,
the colleges as such will have
no important role in advising and
general academic supervision.
The only ones of the colleges’
present functions left to them are
those concerning faculty and sup
port budgets. These are not mi
nor functions and the way in which
they are carried out will have an
important bearing on the strengh-
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as including the design of an
administrative structure for the
University. We do recommend
that such a redesign be under
taken in order to insure more
advance attention to new develop
ments and to secure the release
of faculty from many administra
tive activities. We also re
commend a program designed to
shift attitudes away from the
near anti-intellectualism which
seems to characterize too many
university employees.
We also recommend that for an
interim period all standing com
mittees
be abolished to be
Finally, there is the matter replaced as a demonstrated need
of the role of the colleges in arises by ad hoc policy com
bringing together the members of mittees which should be abolished
different disciplines. We have when their task is completed.
We recommendthat the College
recommended that the University
take a much more active role o f Agriculture be renamed the
in supporting opportunities for College of Life Sciences and
faculty members in various dis that the College of Technology be
ciplines to meet together for con renamed the College of Physical
sideration of educational matters Science and Engineering.
of general concern. We are aware
CHAPTER SIX
that the effectiveness of this will UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
be somewhat limited by the fact AND
OTHER
ACTIVITIES
that it will be outside the exist
In this brief chapter we con
ing organizational structure, but sider the relationship between
we believe that it will achieve undergraduate
programs and
improvement in communication other university activities. As
among various groups in the Uni we stated earlier, we were
versity,
charged with primary concern for
undergraduate education, and we
Urge immediate Action
In summary, it appears to us have considered other university
that several of our recommen activities only as they appear to
dations about curricula, students have an effect on undergraduate
and faculty along with the prob education,
GRADUATE WORK
able influence of the V ice-P resi
We have no doubt that the
dent for Academic Affairs will existence of graduate work in
have the effect of substantially the University
has
certain
reducing the role of the colleges “ spin-offs” which benefitunderin educational policy. It is our graduate
programs.
Faculty
conclusion that any additional members with relatively un
benefits to educational policy common specialties, brought in
which might result from a reor primarily for graduate instruc
ganization of the colleges would tion, may be available to teach
not be sufficient to warrant the undergraduates. Research acti
costs of the upheaval likely to vity by graduate faculty members
result from such reorganiza should lead to enrichment of un
tion,
It may be that the top- dergraduate courses. Various fa
level administration will con cilities and library collections
clude that reorganization would from which some undergraduates
have substantial bene^'’*'" for the may benefit are of^en available
purely administrative processes only because of graduate work.
of the University. Analysis of The presence on campus of gra
that question is outside the scope duate students should add a cer
of this investigation of educa tain leaven
to student life
tional policy.
generally.
One aspect of the present o r
It seems equally clear, how
ganization has not been affected ever, that graduate programs of
by any of our recommendations ten have a deleterious effect on
and we urge immediate action undergraduate work. The effect
concerning it. We have evidence iveness of graduate training is
that students in other colleges largely measured by publication
avoid taking basic
science and the pressure on graduate^
courses because they are offered faculty members to publish un
in the College of Agriculture. doubtedly detracts from time for
The image of milking, mulching (and probably from interest in)
and manuring dies hard and it the preparation of undergraduate
seems past time to recognize courses and attention to under
that the College of Agriculture graduate students. Regrettable
is very largely concerned with though it is, the development of
the basic Life Sciences by chang a caste system with those who
ing its name to indicate that fact. teach only undergraduates having
We also believe that there would a lower status seems inevitably
be a truer representation of its to accompany extensive graduate
function if the College of Tech work.
Because they are rela
nology were renamed as the Col tively more glamorous, graduate
lege of Physical Science and En programs seem to attract a dis
gineering,
proportionate amount of adminis
trative attention.
To support
m SUMMARY
the roughly seven hundred gra
In this chapter we have been duate students there is a Dean,
concerned with administrative an Associate Dean, two secre
and organizational support for the taries and two clerks. The
formulation and carrying out of roughly thirty-five hundred stu
educational
policy.
Broadly dents in the College of Liberal
speaking, we conclude that the Arts are supported by an ad
administrative forces of the Uni ministrative establishment of ex
versity are not sufficient to deal actly the same size. 10
with its ever-increasing com - ! We believe that some assur
plexity and that the confused and i ance of maintaining a balance
uncertain loci of authority and |between graduate and undergra
responsibility in the administra- |duate activities should and can
tive structure further diminish |be obtained before a graduate
its ability to deal effectively with; program is authorized. Toward
the multitude of new problems this end, we think that ttie pre
created by complexity.
|liminaries involved in setting
Our specific recommendations i up a new program should include
are relatively few because we I an independent appraisal of its
have not conceived of our role ! possible effects on undergraduate

ening
of
existing
pro
grams and the development of
new ones.
In connection with
these functions, the fact that
the University now has a V icePresident for Academic Affairs
must be recognized. We under
stand that both of these functions
are the direct responsibility of
the
Vice-President
and we
assume that he will play an
active role in them. These func
tions of the colleges will not be
eliminated, but more coordi
nation from the University-wide
point of view seems inevitable.
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work. Specifically, we recom 
mend a review of each proposal
for graduate work by an ad hoc
committee, such review to be
directed to the question: Can this
department continue to maintain
and improve the quality of its
undergraduate programs while
carrying the proposed graduate
program in addition? The ad hoc
committee should consist of three
members
of the university
faculty, one member from out
side the University who is known
for his commitment to undergra
duate programs and the V icePresident for Academic Affairs
or his delegate. The committee
should prepare a written report
to become a part of the record
to be considered by the appro
priate bodies in deciding whether
or not to approve the program.
In those cases where the commit
tee recommends against the in
troduction of the proposed gra
duate program, it should state
what it believes to be the ad
ditional requirements for support
of both programs.
Need Balance
Once a graduate program has
been started, there is probably
relatively little of a specific
nature which can be done to main
tain an appropriate balance
between graduate and under
graduate programs. People and
Institutions will always respond
to pressure, and there is little
doubt that individual graduate
students, government agencies,
professional reputations and the
like are a greater source of
pressure than are large numbers
of searching undergraduates.
The University does not have a
focus for the overall direction of
educational programs in the
office of the Vice-President of
Academic Affairs, and we re
commend that he be given res
ponsibility for maintaining a con
tinuing review of the balance be
tween existing graduate and
undergraduate
programs.
A
clear separation of the costs of
graduate and undergraduate pro
grams in each department’ s bud
get would aid in this continuing
appraisal. In addition, we suggest
that the Vice-President for Aca
demic Affairs reconvene the ad
hoc committee we have proposed
above, every three years to audit
and report on the effects of the
graduate program on under
graduate programs in the depart
ment. The committee’ s report
should be submitted to the Fa
culty Council.
SOMMER SCHOOL AND
EXTENSION
Broadly speaking, the Summer
School and Extension Department
is related to undergraduate pro
grams in two ways. The first
is that a relatively large number
of undergraduates take one or
more courses in either Summer
School or Extension, The second
is that Summer School and Ex
tension are largely manned by fa
culty members and, thus, the
questions about compensation and
overall teaching responsibilities
which we discussed in Chapter
Three are involved, Because the Summer School
and Extension operations are riot
directly concerned with under
graduate programs we have not
made a detailed investigation of
these operations. We do believe
that the academic effects of these
operations should come more di
rectly under the direction of the
regular academic administration
than is presently the case. We
are aware from the 1966 report
of the A,A,U,P. Economic Wel
fare Committee that Summer
School compensation practices
are something of an administra
tive and fiscal jungle. There
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fore, we support the recommen
dation of the A.A.U.P. chapter
that a study be made of the total
Summer School and Extension
operation, with an eye to more
fully ifttegrating it with the over
all university operation.
THE “ KELLOGG CENTER”
The “ Kellogg Center” appears
to represent an exciting and edu
cationally worthwhile addition to
the University, but the extent to
which it will divert badly needed
resources from other areas is
not clear. Will faculty members
be expected to be heavily in
volved in its programs, and if
so, how will their existing com
mitments be supported? Will
its facilities be utilized for exis
ting undergraduate educational
activities?
Will there be in
dependent financing for its ac
tivities or will it divert financial
support from existing programs?
It seems clear from what has
been publicly stated about plans
the the “ Kellogg Center” that
it is bound to become a major
activity in the University. We
do not think that its undeniable
glamor should permit it to de
tract from other aspects of the
University’ s work— especially
University’ s work— especially
the education of undergraduates.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
In concluding this chapter and
this report, we point once again
to the need for more thorough
evaluation of new programs and
activities. In the past five years,
the University has added four
research centers. We have no

REPORT

These are seven o f the ten faculty members who have been
studying the problems o f the University for almost a year and
offer some solutions in the Preliminary Report. Left to right,
Herman Gadon, business administration; Robert Corell, mech
anical engineering; Richard Strout, poultry science; Dwight
Ladd, committee chairman, business adminnstration; Donald
Murray, English; Hans Heilbronner, history; and Raymond
Erickson, psychology. Absent were Richard Balomenos, mathe
matics; Francis Hall, soil and water science; and Asher Moore,
philosophy.

doubt that others will be pro
posed, The impact of the “ Kel
logg Center” is uncertain, but
will undoubtedly be great. The
University’ s
relationship with
Keene and Plymouth and with the
Technical Institutes and Junior
Colleges is surely not settled.
There is no direct and obvious
relationship between these and
the education of undergraduates
at Durham which has been our
•principal concern, but one can
state with assurance that they
do have an effect upon it. That
effect is not always immediately
obvious, but it is demonstrated
by what we believe to be the
generally insufficient attention
being paid to the academic, phy
sica l, social and “ practical”
needs of our undergraduates.
Maintenance o f Structure
Principal Concern
We believe that the education
of undergraduates at Durham is,
and should continue to be, the
principal concern (which is not
to say the exclusive concern)
of all of us. To this end, we
call for a much greater involve
ment by faculty, administration,
staff, and students, too, in the
totality of their education. This
involvement should be directed
toward the maintenance of a
structure, of curricula, of an
atmosphere in which that res
ponsible freedom so crucial for
learning to live an educated life
can flourish. All thqt will con
tribute to this should be done.
All that detracts from it should
be vigorously rejected.

Footnotes
5, Our recommendations re
garding curriculum will make
2,
For a listing of these, unnecessary many of these acti
vities which currently occupy
see the Bibliography,
advisors.
3,
We do not define “ the
searching student” as one who
6,
This problem and some
has not declared a major but proposed solutions are discussed
being without a major may be at some length in Chapter Five.
one of his characteristics, and
therefore, gives one dimension
7, We feel that the philosophy
of the problem. About 40% of department’ s experiment with
the student body, all in the Col undergraduates as discussion
lege of Liberal Arts and the leaders warrants considerable
Whittemore School, have not de attention.
clared a major. These are all
freshmen and sophomores, of
8, We believe that a similar
course, because a major must mandatory leave-of-absence pol
now be declared by the junior icy should be in effect for ad
year. We have been told that ministrative officers, at least
there are significant numbers of down through those who super
juniors and seniors who are vise the principal offices of the
majors in a field only because University. The powerful rea
it is required, not because they sons for getting faculty mem
have any strong commitment to bers out of their classrooms
the field. Some of the freshmen seem to us to apply with equal
may, of course, have a strong force to getting administrators
commitment which is not indi out of their offices.
Whether
cated because they are not per in classroom, bookstore or hous
mitted to declare a major. How ing office, an empire is an
ever one chooses to adjust the empire,
40% figure for these exceptions,
it is clear that the dimensions
9, See Bibliography.
of the problem are quite large
enough to warrant very serious
10, This is not a completely
attention.
valid comparison. The Graduate
1.

Not included in this draft.

4. Many of our recommenda
tions concerning curriculum dis
cussed in Chapter Four are in
tended to meet some of these
same needs. Here we are con
cerned with other aspects of the
problem.

School administration handles
admission work while that of the
College of Liberal Arts does not.
There are other differences in
function, too, but we think the
comparison
does indicate a
general condition.

